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This thesis investigates fabrication methods for Nanoporous Gold (NPG), the com-
plex nature of the film stress evolution in thin films during their fabrication and during
surface charging.
Fabrication of microstructures comprised of NPG requires a precise control over
selective corrosion of the precursor alloy. In many designs, the precursor alloy is con-
strained to a substrate, and complex surface reconstruction during dealloying poten-
tially leads to a high overall stress in the newly forming NPG. Hence, constrained NPG
thin films or suspended NPG structures often develop cracks in fabrication. Similarly,
nanovoids in thin film precursor alloys or low Au content in the precursor alloys may
lead to fractures in the NPG thin films, which compromise integrity and functionality
of the resulting architecture.
Recently developed scalable electrochemical methods, for which the rate of removal
of the less noble elements in the precursor alloy can be precisely controlled, produce
crack-free blanket films constrained to a substrate. In this study, conventional as
well as newly developed NPG fabrication techniques are assessed from a microscale
fabrication perspective, with regard to the NPG product quality, means of tailoring the
final porous structure and their compatibility with the standard microdevice fabrication
techniques. A galvanostatic dealloying method is introduced, and shown to be effective
in fabrication of constrained, crack-free, blanket NPG films on stiff substrates.
Surface stress evolution during NPG fabrication is investigated using an optical
multi-beam stress sensor (MOSS). The characteristic stress variation, range of the film
stress, and effects of fabrication parameters are presented. The findings suggest that
the film stress increases fast in the earlier stages of dealloying, proportional to the Ag
dissolution rate. Film stress relief dominates during fabrication, with enhanced Au
diffusion rate and increase of surface area.
Upon surface charging NPG can expand significantly due to the capillary forces
created at the double layer interface. A NPG based actuation device is designed to
demonstrate its mechanical response with regard to surface charging. The performance
of NPG proves to be sufficient for use in MEMS actuators.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Nanoporous Gold as a Novel Material
Nanoporous gold (NPG) is a uniform bicontinuous network of ligaments and pores.
Overall Au content is as high as 99 at.% depending in the processing conditions. Fig-
ure 1.1 shows an SEM image of a sample NPG film. The pore size may vary between
3− 30 nm [4, 5].With a surface area to mass ratio from 10 m2.g−1 [6] to 150 m2.g−1 [7]
and an excellent chemical stability, NPG films are promising candidates to serve as the
functionalized layer for a wide variety of MEMS devices that leverage its high surface
area, chemical inertness and flexible manufacturing conditions.
The NPG and the methods of fabrication dates back to 1300 A.D. Pre-Columbian
artisans used dealloying to selectively remove alloying metals on the surface and create
a pure Au skin over an alloy interior, aka. depletion gilding [8]. The selective removal
of the a less noble element from a metal alloy is called dealloying, and it is the main
principle of NPG fabrication. In the 20th century, dealloying is investigated in the
context of corrosion and stress corrosion cracking [9, 10, 11, 12]. Together with the
advancements in micro-scale imaging, and the quest for novel materials for micro and
1
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Figure 1.1: Nanoporous gold film fabricated from a Au32Ag68 alloy. Cross-section was
exposed when the film ruptured in two.
nano-scale applications, NPG achieved its place in nanoscale material research, with
potential applications in micro-actuators, micro-sensors, catalysts, fuel cell applications
and biocompatible implants.
NPG upon electric charging of the surface can convert capillary forces to macro-
scopic displacements [7, 13, 14, 15]. The stress in NPG films is sensitive to surface
charging leading to high macroscopic expansion of these structures. The degree of
variation in the length of a sample NPG film is comparable to those of commercial
ceramics [13]. It is therefore an candidate material for design of multilayer beam struc-
tures that functions following a similar principle to a simple bilayer thermal actuator
that is activated by expansion of the top layer. Mortari et al. [16] showed that the
porous Au electrodes could amplify the response of sensors based on electrochemical
double layer capacitance, and demonstrates by a milk fouling experiment that NPG
provides 30 times amplification in capacitance signal compared to planar Au. Jin and
Weissmüller [17] proved that the surface charging can be used as a means to temporar-
ily tailor the material properties of NPG in different service conditions. The recent
studies by Kramer et al. [18] show that composite beam consisting of Au and NPG
layers, exhibit considerable tip displacement due to bending of the structure upon
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surface charging. The change in surface stress reflects the modified bonding in space-
charge layer within the metal surface upon surface charging. The surface strain does
not require formation of chemical bonds between the surface and any certain kind of
adsorbates. The tip displacement is reversible and repeatable; such that NPG is an
excellent candidate for micro scale actuators. On the other hand, a theory behind is
a subject of present research: The expansion is found to depend strongly on the mor-
phology of the porous structure and the ratio of the surface area to volume, however,
no general relation between the macroscopic expansion and the mean stress is derived
yet [19, 20].
NPG exhibits an unusually high mechanical response to adsorption of some chemi-
cal species [14, 21, 22]. Lavrik et al. [23] demonstrated chemo-mechanical deformations
of NPG coated cantilevers due to adsorption of biomolecules. Shulga et al. [24] suc-
cessfully used NPG for detection of prostate specific antigens. Hu et al. [25] used NPG
as a DNA biosensor to immobilize capture probe DNA and hybridize with target DNA
and demonstrated excellent selectivity for even single mismatch DNA detection. Liu
et al. [26] showed NPG as an ideal electrochemical sensor material in the selective
determination of p-nitrophenol (p-NP), which is among the priority toxic pollutants’
list evaluated by US Environmental Protection Agency. Yang et al. [27] constructed
Pt-nanoparticle-coated gold nanoporous electrode and showed its effectiveness as a
biosensor for the rapid measurement of Escherichia coli (E. coli), which is a routinely
monitored bacterium in food and water. Kertis et al. [28] recently demonstrated the
effectiveness of nanoporous substrates for the heterogeneous nucleation of protein crys-
tals.
A significantly higher density of atomic step edges on NPG compared to bulk gold
makes NPG good catalysts for O2 reduction in fuel cells [29] and in gas phase catalysis
of methanol oxidation [30]. Its catalytic properties may be tailored simply by varying
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amounts of residual Ag content [14]. Zeis et al. [6] reported successful use of Pt coated
NPG as a catalyst in proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells. They suggest
precious metal skin over nanoporous metal supports as a viable strategy for designing
new catalysts, and furthermore, that could eliminate the problems of conventional
nanoparticle-based catalysts.
The optical properties of NPG are significantly different than that of bulk gold.
Since the pore size is usually much smaller than the wavelength of visible light, which
is between 400 nm and 700 nm, significant surface plasmon resonance (SPR) can be
achieved [31]. NPG is also a suitable material for tunable surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS) [32, 33]. Residual Ag content may be treated as a means to tailor
the functionality of NPG substrates for surface enhanced Raman scattering [34].
Seker et al. [35] demonstrated the first example of NPG functionality on live tissue.
They used NPG as a sensitive detector for neural activity, which provides a superior
signal to noise ratio due to its low electrode-electrolyte impedance [35].
Recently, Smetanin et al. [36] demonstrated that the relation between surface charg-
ing and resulting deflection could be reversed; such that inducing elastic strain on
NPG could create voltage difference in an electrochemical circuit. This result could
open doors for detection new generation energy harvesting applications based on NPG
electrodes.
1.2 Fabrication of Nanoporous Gold
The idea behind the fabrication of nanoporous gold (NPG) relies on a simple principle:
the less noble component of a gold alloy is removed selectively, while the more noble
material in the alloy, i.e. Au, remains behind, forming a bicontinuous structure. This
process is called dealloying. Some suitable precursor alloys are AuAg [? 37] and AuCu
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[9, 38] and AuNi [39] as well as a ternary alloy AuAg(Pt) [40]. The most commonly
preferred precursor is the AuAg alloy. The AuAg alloy is particularly useful in NPG
fabrication since both alloying elements have face centered cubic (FCC) structures with
almost identical lattice constants [41]. The alloying elements form a homogeneous solid
solution over the entire range of compositions, leading to a uniform porous structure.
The mechanism of dealloying is based on selective dissolution of the less noble com-
ponent of the precursor alloy along with surface diffusion of the remaining Au [42, 43].
Upon removal of the secondary element in first atomic layer of the alloy, the remaining
low-coordinated Au atoms diffuse and form clusters on the surface [44]. As the pro-
cess continues, Ag from the lower atomic layers is removed to form a 3-dimensional,
nanoporous structure (Fig. 1.1). For dealloying to take place, the less noble compo-
nent should exist at a compositional lower limit that is higher than the percolation
threshold. This is called the parting limit. If the secondary alloying element is below
this composition, there may still be selective dissolution from the first atomic layers
but the remaining Au passivates the alloy surface [43, 45]. Experimental studies by
Newman et al. [46] on the parting limit in AuxAg1-x alloys, suggesting an approximate
threshold value of 0.40 for x. Atomistic simulations using Kinetic Monte Carlo method
by Artymowicz et al. [47] show that this threshold is as high as 0.45.
During dealloying, the less noble component of the precursor alloy is removed either
by free corrosion or electrochemical means. Free corrosion is a simple process, in
which the precursor alloy is simply exposed to an acidic solution, generally aqueous
nitric acid [41]. In this process the molarity and temperature of the electrolyte are
the main adjustable process parameters. The second common fabrication method is
electrochemical dealloying [45, 48], where the alloy serves as the anode of a two or
three electrode electrochemical cell. The potential value is selected to be between the
oxidation potentials of the two alloying elements, allowing the less noble one to dissolve
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and Au to remain and diffuse on the surface. Sustained formation of a bicontinuous
porous structure is possible above the critical potential, Ec, which depends on the
type and composition of the alloy [48, 49]. Electrochemical dealloying provides more
flexibility in process control. Adjustable process parameters include the value and
temporal history of the applied potential, as well as the type and temperature of the
electrolyte.
Nanoporous gold always contains residual amounts of the less noble alloying ele-
ment of the original alloy. In the films made from AuAg alloys, the least reported
concentration of residual Ag is less than 2 at.%. Ag [50, 51]. Residual Ag content may
be treated as an effectiveness measure to assess the dealloying as well as a means to
tailor the functionality of NPG in certain applications. Varying amounts of residual Ag
content determines the functionality of NPG as catalysts [14] or substrates for surface
enhanced Raman scattering [34].
1.3 Challenges in Fabrication of Nanoporous Gold
Thin Films
The general principles of NPG fabrication hold regardless of the length scale and the
geometry of the precursor alloy. However, given the propensity for volume reduction
of the NPG during dealloying [52], the quality of the final porous product depends
strongly on the applied physical constraints among other parameters. Fabrication of
crack-free blanket NPG films on silicon substrates and constrained NPG structures is
particularly challenging due to the evolution of film stress during the complex surface
reconstruction in dealloying [33, 51, 53, 54, 55] as the secondary component is removed.
The morphology and the integrity of nanoporous gold thin films are closely related
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to the morphology and the composition of the precursor alloy. For alloy compositions
between 28 to 35 at.% Au, uniform NPG films can be obtained with minimum surface
damage (cf. Fig. 1.2a).
Blanket thin films prepared by conventional film deposition techniques, i.e. sput-
tering, etc., inherently have nanovoids within the film. During diffusion of Au in deal-
loying, those voids nucleate into crack-like features within the nanoporous structure
[53, 54]. Such damage may be observed in many thin films, depending on deposition
and dealloying parameters; however the damage is more pronounced if the Au content
of the initial alloy is below 25 at.% Au (cf. Fig. 1.2b). Thermal treatment of AuAg
alloy thin films and of suspended beams by rapid thermal processing (RTP) at 300 °C
is an effective means to eliminate microvoids in NPG films [53, 56]. At first glance,
these observations seem contradictory with the elevated tensile residual stress level in
the thin alloy films after annealing; however, heat treatment at sufficiently high tem-
peratures causes grain growth and removes nanoscale voids that appear on as sputter
deposited films. This method is most efficient for alloy films around the parting limit.
It is important to distinguish between stress driven cracks and the crack-like features
appearing due to surface evolution when seeking means to improve the techniques for
fabrication of blanket NPG films. Wide grooves between nanoporous islands on a
substrate are commonly seen which may not have formed through loading of the film
beyond its fracture toughness. These grooves are often formed due to existence of
microvoids in the precursor alloy, which grow into larger scale defects during surface
construction. They may appear also in dealloying of precursor alloy films with less
than 20 at.% Au (cf. Fig. 1.2c).
The second common type of defect is surface damage that are small scale cracks or
pits observed on the surface (cf. Fig. 1.2c). Cracks of this class are generally on the
order of a couple of micrometers in size and they do not extend through the thickness
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of the film. They may appear during rapid dealloying schemes, such as application of
constant potential (vs Ag/AgCl) [54]. These cracks initiate at the grain boundaries or
impurities, where the local stress is high. This type of cracking can be eliminated by
the improving the film quality as well as the process itself.
The third kind of defect is the through-thickness cracks (cf. Fig. 1.2d). They are
generally much larger than the film thickness. This type of defect is closely related to
the overall stress state in the alloy. Understanding the relationship between critical film
thickness for cracking and film stress is essential to define the strategies for effective
dealloying techniques. Such cracks grow in a thin film when the film thickness exceeds









where ce is a numerical coefficient related to the morphology of the crack, Γf is the
energy of fracture of the thin film, E¯f is the plane strain modulus of the thin film, and
σm is the mean biaxial film stress induced due to strain mismatch between the film and
the substrate. Eq. 3.1 is strictly valid only when the elastic properties of the substrate
are the same as those of the film; however the functional form of the expression shows
that the critical thickness is inversely proportional to the square of the stress, σm.
Most precursor films have a non-zero σm induced during the film deposition process.
However σm may also increase during dealloying due to the mechanisms that cause
shrinkage of the precursor alloy.
The conventional dealloying techniques used for suspended thin leafs or bulk alloys
may not be effective for constrained precursor alloys. The additional physical con-
straints induce high film stress, leading to cracking. Thus, in microdevice fabrication
incorporating NPG structures, the conventional dealloying techniques must be tailored
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Figure 1.2: Nanoporous gold thin film: (a) fabricated from Au35Ag65, with no surface
damage; (b) fabricated from Au20Ag80, with crack-like features on the surface; (c)
fabricated from Au30Ag70, with extensive surface damage due to rapid Ag removal; (d)
fabricated from Au30Ag70, with through-thickness cracks due to high film stress during
dealloying.
and the parameters should be selected carefully, to avoid surface defects and cracking.
1.4 Goals of This Study
The first main objective of this study is to develop reliable, repeatable fabrication
methods to make constrained, crack-free, uniform NPG films on stiff substrates, such
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as silicon. We aim to achieve final product quality and applicability in microscale
fabrication.
The second objective of this study is to investigate the complex surface construction
process during dealloying from a solid mechanics perspective. The theories behind
selective dissolution of the less noble components and concomitant surface diffusion
of the more noble component of the alloy is are still under investigation. We propose
that those mechanisms are influenced by mechanical constraints imposed on thin films
by the stiff substrate, and that a good understanding of the relationship between the
fabrication parameters and film stress is is imperative to make uniform, crack-free NPG
films.
The third objective of this study is to experimentally measure the average NPG
film stress upon surface charging, thus to assess the feasibility of using NPG as micro-
actuators and compare its potential to other candidate materials for micro-activation
tasks.
Chapter 2
Methods and Concepts in NPG
Fabrication
2.1 Abstract
In this Chapter, conventional NPG fabrication methods are presented. The thin film
deposition and dealloying parameters are investigated in terms of the final NPG quality.
Sputter-depostited precursor alloy films and electrochemical dealloying with incremen-
tal potential increase leads to optimum film quality compared to other potentiostatic
methods investigated. Uniform crack–free blanket NPG thin films on silicon substrates
are fabricated using standard clean room methods.
2.2 Introduction
In this chapter, methods are presented to fabricate crack–free NPG films via dealloying
with a 3-electrode electrochemical cell and compare the performance of the precursor
films by magnetron sputtering [33, 53, 55, 58] and thermal vapor deposition [59]. Two
11
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different potential vs. time regimens are proposed for the dealloying procedure to
fabricate crack–free blanket NPG thin films up to 300 nm thick over many square mil-
limeters from a constrained precursor alloy deposited onto a Si substrate. The results
demonstrate that, for high overpotential values, a linearly increasing potential leads to
a significantly better quality NPG film than that obtained by a stepped potential that
is subsequently held at a constant value.
2.3 Dealloying by Free Corrosion
The most simple method for selective material removal from an alloy is via free cor-
rosion. The process consists simply of submersing the alloy in an electrolyte that
facilitates selective dissolution. Aqueous nitric acid (HNO3) is commonly used in deal-
loying AuAg alloys in ingot or thin film form. It provides a corrosive environment, in
which Au is noble and selective ionization of Ag is the dominant mode of dissolution
[41]. The early studies on surface morphology during exposure to nitric acid show sil-
ver dissolution from the upper surface of the alloy and Au-rich cluster formation. The
size of the clusters grow upon further exposure to the acid. The silver nitrate formed
through the corrosion is soluble and does not interfere with the evolution of the alloy
surface [11].
The extent of dealloying below the alloy surface depends strongly on the alloy
composition. In alloy films with 50 at.% Au, the Au diffusion sufficiently passivates
the surface to impede selective material removal below the surface. However, surface
pits form due to incomplete surface coverage of the remaining gold islands, which
deepen with prolonged exposure to the acid [11]. As the Au content in the alloy falls
below the the parting limit (∼ 40 at.% Au) dealloying proceeds further below the
alloy surface and the resulting architecture becomes a bicontinuous porous structure











Figure 2.1: NPG thin film fabricated by free corrosion: (a) 120 nm thick Au0.30Ag0.70
alloy leaf is etched in 70% nitric acid solution for 10 min. to obtain an intact NPG
structure; (b) from 115 nm thick Au0.30Ag0.70 blanket film by dealloying in 32.5% HNO3
for 8 hours (Reprinted from [1], Copyright 2007, with permission from Elsevier) ; (c)
from 250 nm thick Au0.30Ag0.70 blanket film by dealloying in 70% HNO3, which leads
to extensive cracking.
[41]. For deposited thin films, which have a high grain boundary density, material
removal takes place predominantly on the grain boundaries if the Au content is more
than ∼ 36 at.% Au [1]. A 3-dimensional porous Au structure with low residual Ag
content is possible with choice of proper acid concentration and alloy composition (cf.
Figure 2.1a).
The pore and ligament sizes are the smallest at the early stages of dealloying and
they increase during the dealloying process. Even after the Ag is depleted, Au diffusion
continues and the feature sizes continuously increase as the long as the NPG structure
is exposed to the electrolyte. This is referred to as coarsening. The dealloying time
effects the porosity and the surface area, and thus is an important process parameter
to tailor the porous structure. Through extended exposure, the ligaments eventually
coarsen into wormlike fibrils. In thin films of NPG, further coarsening leads to a shift
from homogeneous 3-dimensional porosity to nonhomogeneous 2-dimensional porosity
[1, 60]. The NPG film (115 nm thick) in Figure 2.1b demonstrates the morphological
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shift towards 2-dimensional porosity. The pores extend though the thickness and are
vertical to the surface after dealloying the film in 32.5% HNO3 for 8 hours. For thin
films less than 80 nm in thickness, the pores tend to break up upon extended exposure
to the electrolyte [33].
Low residual Ag content can be achieved in free corrosion of AuAg alloys. Etching
in concentrated aqueous nitric acid of thin blanket Au35Ag65 and Au27Ag73 films results
in NPG films with a residual Ag content of ∼ 5 at.% after 6 hours of exposure to the
etchant. The residual Ag content stabilizes with further exposure. This concentration
is highest on the surface and drops down to less than ∼ 1 at.% below the surface of
the NPG film [33].
The geometry and the mechanical constraints of the alloy film determine the effec-
tiveness of the dealloying process. The precursor material can be ingots, thin alloy leafs
or thin films deposited on stiff substrates, such as silicon. Free corrosion is a particu-
larly effective method to dealloy free-floating AuAg alloy leafs, which are typically used
for decorative purposes and can be purchased from art supply stores. The suspended
alloy leafs are as thin as 100–120 nm [52, 60, 61] and prove to be an excellent parent
material in terms of producing uniform, crack-free NPG gold samples. Dealloying of
100 nm thick Au0.35Ag0.65 leafs in 0.7 M HNO3 results in ligament sizes varying from
3 nm to 40 nm, with uniform 3-dimensional porosity [60]. During dealloying the leafs
float on the electrolyte surface and spread uniformly due to the surface tension. The
dealloyed leaf is then transferred to a silicon substrate or elsewhere, depending on the
application. However, the leafs are very fragile, difficult to handle and require manual
intervention to incorporate them into microscale devices.
Within the thickness range of 50µm to 200µm, intact nanoporous structures can
be obtained by dealloying of alloy sheets in aqueous nitric acid solution [62]. Thicker
alloy sheets are prepared by cold forging of alloy ingots. The alloy preparation involves
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annealing and cold rolling, which leads to larger grain size, i. e. several micrometers,
that in deposited thin films. In the design of NPG structures, the fabrication method
should be tailored with regard to the typical grain size specific to the alloy fabrication
method.
For the case of alloy ingots or thin films adhered to a stiff substrate, free corrosion
leads to extensive cracking. The underlying structure constitutes a constraint such
that the alloy at the surface cannot relieve the tensile stress by shrinkage (cf. Fig-
ure 2.1c). Examples of this problem are reported in many individual studies, such as
for Au0.30Ag0.70 alloy strips with 450µm thickness that develop surface cracks when
dealloyed in 70% HNO3 [62]. Cracking and film delamination are observed in 400 nm
thick Au0.24Ag0.76 films, when exposed to 32.5% HNO3 [63]. Similarly, film cracking
is extensive in free corrosion of Au0.25Ag0.75 alloy films up to 390 nm thickness when
adhered to either silicon or glass [55]. In the constrained films the cracking problem be-
comes less prevalent with decreasing film thickness. Blanket Au0.30Ag0.70 films within
a thickness range of 45 − 75 nm lead to uniform crack–free NPG films upon selective
etching in 70% HNO3 solution [58]. The nanoporous structure is homogeneous, but at
this thickness range the porosity rapidly converges to a 2-dimensional structure.
An effective method to reduce cracking in free corrosion is to use a low concentration
nitric acid solution, which establishes a less severe environment. Sun and Balk [62] have
shown that two step dealloying in 35% HNO3 (70 hours) followed by a second dealloying
step in 70% HNO3 (10 hours) leads to minimal volume shrinkage and no cracking in
bulk NPG samples.
In summary, free corrosion is a fast, simple and effective dealloying method for
unconstrained alloy samples. It is also preferable in cases where the alloy cannot be
connected to circuitry to allow electrochemical dealloying. This technique allows a
simple design for microstructures with NPG coatings [56, 64] and proves to be effec-
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tive in dealloying of very thin AuAg leafs suspended in the electrolyte [60, 65]. On
the other hand, free corrosion allows limited process control and leads to cracking in
constrained thin films, which makes it difficult to include as a process in fabrication
of microscale structures. The electrochemical methods presented in the next section
constitute a more controllable, and hence, viable alternative to microscale fabrication
of NPG structures.
2.4 Dealloying Using Electrochemical Cells
Electrochemical dealloying is a robust alternative to free corrosion in NPG fabrication.
In spite of the facile set-up requirements, cracks often occur in NPG thin films due to
shrinkage of the material of up to 20-30% volumetric [52] during the dealloying process;
a reduction of the fracture toughness of grain boundaries may accompany dealloying
[66]. Preliminary heat treatment [53] and multistep dealloying [55] can reduce the
crack formation. On the other hand, electrochemical dealloying in acid solutions is a
preferable alternative to free corrosion because it allows precise control over the poten-
tial and therefore provides better control over the Ag dissolution rate, whereas in free
corrosion the Ag dissolution rate is determined solely by electrolyte concentration and
temperature. Crack–free NPG leafs are produced in while floating in a neutral elec-
trolyte [4], where smaller pore sizes (< 10 nm) than that in free corrosion are reported.
Minor cracks are reported for constrained films using perchloric acid as the electrolyte
[59, 67]. The selective removal of the less noble components is facilitated by introduc-
ing electric potential to the system. A conventional three-electrode electrochemical cell
consists of an anode, cathode, reference electrode and electrolyte (cf. Fig. 2.2). The
electric potential is regulated by a potentiostat connected to the cell. In dealloying, the
alloy serves as the anode of the electrochemical cell and a positive potential is applied



















































Figure 2.2: Three-electrode electrochemical set up.
to induce selective dissolution of the alloying element, leaving behind a porous gold
structure.
The most commonly used electrolyte in dealloying of AuAg alloy is aqueous per-
chloric acid (HClO4) solution. Concentrations between 0.7 M to 1 M [7, 54, 67] are
reported to give satisfactory results. Neutral silver nitrate solution is an alternative
that leads to small pore size [4].
Electrochemical dealloying requires a more sophisticated set-up than free corrosion,
and it provides superior process control. The potentiostat allows a precise and rapid
control of the cell potential. The applied potential determines the rate of the two
main mechanisms that shape the nanoporous surface: Ag dissolution and Au surface
diffusion.
The Ag dissolution rate and potential have an intricate relationship. The porous
structure forms at a positive potential above the open circuit potential. First, low
coordinated Ag atoms on the ledges dissolve, followed by the surface atoms on the
terrace sites. Two important considerations [43] are: first, the required potential to
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remove an Ag atoms from a AuAg lattice is substantially higher than removing an atom
from pure Ag; second, following the selective dissolution of Ag, the uncoordinated Au
atoms diffuse on the surface. This surface activity is not observed in pure Au but is
specific to selectively corroded Au alloys. The surface becomes “rough” as vacancies
cluster on the surface, the driving force of which is the overall reduction of surface free
energy. At a certain positive potential value, Ag dissolution rate increases rapidly, and
selective dissolution takes place many atomic layers below the surface leading to three-
dimensional nanoporous structure. This voltage value is called the critical potential,
Ec.
An elegant description of the critical potential is that “it marks the transition from
a passivated alloy surface to sustained formation of bicontinuous porous structure” [49].
The critical potential values for some of the most commonly used alloys Au0.20Ag0.80,
Au0.25Ag0.75 and Au0.30Ag0.70 are 0.80 V, 0.94 V and 1.01 V (normal hydrogen elec-
trode), respectively. Slightly below the critical potential, selective dissolution occurs
in the first few nanometers of the alloy surface; the anodic current decays rapidly and
the surface is passivated by the diffusing Au atoms and remains microscopically flat
[48]. Slightly above Ec, the initial current decays slowly to a constant value until the
accessible Ag is depleted throughout the alloy. The steady-state current and the time
to reach depletion depends on the value of the potential. The initial Ag dissolution rate
increases abruptly as the cell potential is set to much higher values than the critical
potential. The dissolution rate may be as high as 400 mA · cm−2 for an initial potential
of 1.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl electrode) [54].
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2.4.1 Potentiostatic Dealloying
The philosophy in potentiostatic dealloying is to apply a predetermined potential his-
tory to the electrochemical cell until the anodic current falls below a threshold value,
indicating the depletion of accessible Ag in the alloy. In potentiostatic dealloying, the
electric potential (i.e voltage) is controlled throughout the dealloying process and elec-
tric current adopts a value determined by the potential and the electrochemical circuit
[4, 54, 59, 67]. The complexity in assessing the effectiveness of the process arises from
the dual effect of the potential on the Ag dissolution and the Au diffusion.
The most basic potentiostatic dealloying involves holding the cell potential at a
constant value above the critical dealloying potential. This method is referred to as
stepped potential application [54, 59]. This method constitutes the initial studies that
clarified the critical parameters of the process. Applying a potential value around the
critical potential results in a quasi-steady current history that corresponds to a slowly
decreasing Ag removal rate throughout dealloying [67]. The resulting NPG film is
generally free of cracks and surface damage, but dealloying time is as long as several
hours.
At higher potential values the total process time may reduce down to several min-
utes. Also, the residual Ag amount is minimized. However, for high potential values, at
which the monolayer of surface oxide forms, surface diffusion of Au is inhibited leading
to a higher risk of film cracking [67]. Furthermore, the Ag dissolution rate is very high
initially leading high film stress in the earlier stages on dealloying.
2.5 Experiment
Precursor alloy films are deposited either by magnetron sputter deposition or by ther-
mal vapor deposition. Prior to deposition, the silicon substrates are cleaned in acetone
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(Phramco-Aaper) in a sonicator for 5 minutes, then rinsed with isopropanol (99.8%
pure, Pharmco-Aaper) and finally baked at 150◦C on a hot plate for 10 minutes. For
thermal vapor deposited films, an adhesion layer of 10 nm Cr and alternating layers of
Au and Ag are deposited onto the substrate in a high vacuum chamber Edwards/BOC
Auto 306 with a base pressure of 2 × 10−6 Torr (cf. Figure 2.3a). The thicknesses of
the alternating layer are between 7-20 nm, according to the final desired composition,
to achieve a total film thickness of between 150-300 nm. The alloy composition is be-
tween at.% 25− 35 Au. The multilayer film is then annealed in an Ar atmosphere at
temperatures between 310◦C – 360◦C for about 3 hours. It is important to note that
Cr is not expected to diffuse a significant distance into either Si or AuAg alloy at this
temperature and over this time [59]. A thin layer of SPI-Chem Microshield® Masking
Aid is applied manually around the periphery of each specimen to prevent initiation
of film delamination from the edges during the subsequent dealloying process.
Sputter deposited sample preparation begins with an identical cleaning procedure
of the substrate. Adhesion layers of 10 nm Cr and 30 nm Au, are deposited by thermal
vapor deposition. The Au layer serves as a barrier to isolate the underlying Cr film
from the electrolyte to prevent delamination during dealloying. The precursor alloy
films are deposited at 6 mTorr of Ar plasma in an AJA International Rapier Sputter
System, by simultaneous deposition from individual Au and Ag targets (Kurt Lesker®,
each 99.99% pure). The silicon substrates are rotated at ∼ 10 rpm to ensure uniformity
(cf. Figure 2.3b).
Both types of precursor alloy films are dealloyed using a three-electrode electro-
chemical cell, with a Pt counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode [68]. A
microAutolab® Type III/FRA2 potentiostat is used to control the voltage and acquire
the current history (cf. Figure 2.2). Herein, potentials are reported versus the reference
electrode (0.200 V versus SHE). Perchloric acid (0.7 M) at 60 °C is used as electrolyte.
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Current density values are calculated based on measurement of the dealloyed portion
of the alloy film under optical microscope. Following dealloying, the NPG films are
washed in deionized water and blown dry by nitrogen.
Si
Step 1: Thermal deposition of  adhesion layers (Cr)
Si





Step 1: Sputter deposition of  adhesion layers (Cr-Au)
Si









Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of specimen preparation by (a) thermal vapor
deposition, and (b) sputter deposition.
2.6 Results
Prevention of cracks in the NPG films requires control of the precursor alloy con-
centration during deposition as well as the dissolution rate of the Ag atoms during
dealloying. Free corrosion provides little control on the dissolution rate since control
parameters are limited to the electrolyte concentration and temperature. The three-
electrode electrochemical cell on the other hand, provides more extensive control over
Ag dissolution during dealloying. The alloy film is placed at the anode of an elec-
trochemical cell and the potential is regulated by a potentiostat. As the electrode
potential exceeds a critical potential the dissolution rate increases abruptly [69]. The
value of the overpotential—defined as the difference between the applied potential and
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the potential at which dissolution begins at the anode—is the major determining factor
of the dissolution rate as well as the rate of surface diffusion of Au [44].
In the most simple potential regimen a stepped potential of 0.85 V–1.00 V [52, 67] is
applied as a step and then held constant throughout the dealloying process. Figure 2.4a
shows that for precursor alloys constrained to a substrate, such a strategy results in
a NPG thin film structure (cf. Figure 2.4b). However there is a damage layer on
the top surface of the NPG film that includes pitting and crack-like features although
there are no through-thickness cracks present and the film does not delaminate; this is
exacerbated at high potential values such as 1.2 V. From Figure 2.4a it is clear that
the majority of the dissolution process takes place within the first 2 s, with an initial
dissolution rate as high as 400 mA.cm−2.
In order to control the dissolution rate better, we dealloyed other films by ramping
the potential at a constant rate of 0.0016 V.s−1 from 0 V to 1.2 V (cf. Figure 2.4c)
which has a peak value higher than that reported elsewhere [59]. The majority of
the dissolution process takes place within the first 15 s and the maximum dissolution
rate decreases to 13 mA.cm−2. The NPG structure at this point is crack–free, regular
and uniform. The potential is then maintained at its peak value between 5 s to 20 s,
depending upon the desired coarseness of the NPG thin film (cf. Figure 2.4d). Thus
the ramped potential allows dealloying at high potentials without leading to irregular
pore structure; in addition the resulting crack-free NPG film does not have a damage
layer on its top surface as is observed with the step increase of potential.
Monte Carlo simulations of dealloying suggests that Ag dissolution initiates from
the first atomic layer and progresses to the second layer only after dissolution of the
Ag atoms on the first layer is complete [44] when the alloy is exposed to electrolyte.
While the Ag atoms on the first atomic layer are removed, the Au atoms on the first
layer agglomerate via surface diffusive mechanisms so that gold clusters are formed
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by the time dissolution of the second atomic layer begins. The difference of the NPG
structures observed in Figure 2.4b and Figure 2.4d may, therefore, be attributed to
the time for Au diffusion on the surface that is prescribed by the Ag dissolution rate.
The experiments suggest that for dissolution rates as high as 400 mA.cm−2, cluster
formation is terminated at a premature stage, which may inhibit the evolution of a
regular bicontinuous structure.
The main difference between the ramped and stepped potential regimens is the time
scale over which the porosity develops. In the sudden discharge of Ag atoms which
accompanies the step application of potential, the relief of film stress that accompanies
Au diffusion [70] is less likely to offset the extremely rapid stress build up due to
volume shrinkage. This increases the risk of crack formation besides interfering with the
development of a regular porous structure. Ramped application of voltage, therefore
facilitates using high voltage values, without degrading the morphological quality of
the NPG film. While no stress measurements are made, the electrochemical dealloying
process clearly maintained the stress level below the threshold level at which the channel
cracks are formed. Therefore, ramped application of potential is more desirable than
the stepped application of potential during dealloying.
We now consider the influence of deposition method on the fabrication of NPG. The
grain sizes vary from 30 nm in sputter deposited samples (cf. Figure 2.5c-d) to 100 nm
in thermal vapor deposited films due to the annealing step involved (Figure 2.5a-b) .
For the precursor alloys deposited via thermal vapor deposition, the absence of Au
layer between the alloy and the Cr results in diffusion of the electrolyte through the
pores and the sides of the specimen — leading to oxidation of the Cr and subsequent
delamination of the film — especially at later stages of dealloying. To avert this delam-
ination, a layer of Microshield® masking aid is applied manually onto the periphery
of the substrate (cf. Figure 2.3a), where the peeling is initiated in the majority of the
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Figure 2.4: Current density and NPG film morphology for (a-b) stepped voltage and
(c-d) ramped voltage. The precursor alloy is Au0.32Ag0.68.
films. On the other hand, the delamination problem is averted in the sputter deposited
films because a thin Au layer is deposited onto the periphery of the substrate due to
non-directional deposition in the sputtering chamber, which serves the same purpose
as Microshield®.
The post-dealloying composition of the NPG is determined by Energy Dispersive
X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) using a Hitachi 4700 SEM and Princeton-Gamma Tech.
Inc. EDS Detector. The NPG films obtained from sputter deposited are not suitable
for EDS measurements since they have an underlying Au layer that interferes with
the composition measurement of the NPG film. On the other hand, measurements
taken from NPG derived from thermal vapor deposited films shows that the residual
Ag content is about 2− 5 at.%, depending on the hold time at peak potential after the




Figure 2.5: NPG structures obtained from sputter deposited Au0.33Ag0.67 alloy films
(a-b) and from thermal vapor deposited Au0.35Ag0.65 alloy films annealed at (c) 310°C,
(d) 360°C. (Scale: 200 μm)
potential ramp is complete; this is comparable to the minimum value of residual Ag
content reported in literature, of about 2 at.% for free corrosion in HNO3 [55].
A higher cracking tendency is observed in the NPG from thermal vapor deposited
films (cf. Figure 2.6a). This may be due to Ag agglomeration on the grain boundaries
during annealing of Au-Ag alloys [71] as well as segregation of impurities to grain
boundaries that reduces the grain boundary fracture toughness [72]. Thus, sputter
deposition yields more robust precursor alloy films during NPG fabrication as compared
to any other film deposition techniques that involves annealing.
In addition to intergranular fracture, other types of crack-like features can appear
for precursor alloy compositions below 25 at.% Au, regardless of the deposition and
dealloying methods (cf. Figure 2.6b). The crack-like features are not formed as a result
of the residual stress on the film but are simply due to insufficient Au content to form a
bicontinuous film. In order to demonstrate the nature of those discontinuous features,
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Figure 2.6: (a) Islands formed in dealloying of sputter deposited Au0.20Ag0.80 al-
loy. (b) Intergranular cracks on NPG films fabricated from thermal vapor deposited
Au0.32Ag0.68 alloy. (c) NPG films prepared from precursor alloy of varying composition
through thickness.
precursor films are prepared via sputter deposition such that the composition in the
first 100 nm of the film nearest the adhesion layer is around 32 at.% Au and in the
150 nm layer above the composition is decreased to about 20 at.% Au. After dealloying,
islands of NPG are visible in the upper layer whereas there is an bicontinuous NPG
film (cf. Figure 2.6c) below. The sharp distinction of the morphology suggests that the
crack-like grooves on the top layer Figure 2.6c are not formed through a regular crack
formation mechanism, which would have caused the propagation of the crack into the
high Au composition film lying beneath.
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2.7 Conclusion
In conclusion, crack-free blanket NPG films can be obtained on silicon substrates using
sputter deposition as well as multi-layer thermal vapor deposition. Electrochemical
dealloying processes here lead to crack-free blanket NPG thin films of 150-300 nm
thickness over areas as large as 10 mm2. Electrochemical dealloying with a ramped
potential yields more uniform porosity and less surface layer damage than using a
stepped increase of potential. The NPG films from sputter deposited precursor alloys
are superior to their thermal vapor deposited counterparts in terms of film homogeneity,




A galvanostatic dealloying method, wherein the material removal rate is directly con-
trolled, is proposed for fabrication of constrained crack-free nanoporous gold (NPG)
films. Ag dissolution rate proved to be critical in maintaining the film stress below the
threshold value at which cracks develop. Uniform, three-dimensional, crack-free, blan-
ket NPG films are fabricated by this method from both low and high Au concentration
precursor alloys up to 1300 nm thickness, which cannot be obtained by other methods.
The findings contribute to understanding the formation mechanisms.
3.2 Introduction
In principle, NPG films are fabricated by selective dissolution of the less noble element
in a binary solid solution alloy, typically an Au-Ag alloy, that has complete solid
solubility of the two elements. Selective removal of the Ag atoms is realized either by
free corrosion [73] or by dealloying with an electrochemical cell [45]. Both methods
28
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provide crack-free NPG materials from precursor alloys in the form of unconstrained
thin leafs [4, 60] and millimeter scale ingots [52, 74]. Senior and Newman [67] used
a potentiostatic (i.e. potential-controlled) electrochemical dealloying method in an
HCLO4 electrolyte and observed the occurrence of cracking on 100µm thick AuAg
alloy sheets upon a step application of the potential. They reported improvements in
NPG quality at higher temperatures and attributed it to enhanced surface diffusion of
Au during dealloying. At lower potential values, they found the occurrence of cracking
to be reduced and attributed the reduction to a lower Ag removal rate and a longer
total dealloying time, which permits more time for Au surface diffusion to occur. A
multi-step dealloying process introduced by Sun et al. [55] limits volume contraction
and crack formation in bulk NPG. In addition, both potentiostatic and galvanostatic
(i.e current-controlled) methods have been used to dealloy nickel-based superalloys in
bulk form [75].
The dealloying of precursor alloy films constrained to a substrate has proven more
challenging. Very thin (45 − 80 nm) alloy films deposited onto silicon substrates are
successfully dealloyed by free corrosion in concentrated nitric acid, which leads to
crack-free blanket NPG films [33, 58]. However, minor cracking is frequently reported
during dealloying by free corrosion for thicker (250 − 400 nm) constrained precursor
alloy films with compositions around 32 at.% Au [33]. Another method to fabricate
crack-free NPG in free-standing beams is to induce thermal buckling prior to deal-
loying [76]. Finally, the occurrence of cracks in blanket NPG thin films of 250 nm
thickness is significantly reduced with a potentiostatic method by application of the
potential as a ramp function rather than a step function [54, 59] using a three-electrode
electrochemical cell.
Thus it has been shown that the propensity for cracking in NPG thin films is con-
trolled by the competition between the rate of stress increase due to removal of the Ag
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atoms and the rate of stress relief from surface diffusion of Au. In free corrosion and
in potentiostatic electrochemical dealloying, the rate of Ag removal is not controlled
directly and varies significantly during the process. For the potentiostatic method, the
rate of Ag removal reaches a maximum value after a critical potential value is exceeded
and then decreases rapidly throughout the remainder of the dealloying process, irre-
spective of whether the potential is applied as a step or as a ramp [54]. The elevated
Ag removal rate increases the risk of cracking.
In this study, a galvanostatic dealloying method using a three-electrode electro-
chemical cell is presented, in which the areal current density—and hence the Ag re-
moval rate—is precisely controlled throughout the course of dealloying. Crack-free,
blanket, NPG thin films are fabricated using this method that are significantly thicker
than can be obtained by either free corrosion or by potentiostatic methods.
3.3 Experimental Procedure
Prior to deposition of the precursor alloy film, the silicon substrates are cleaned in
acetone (Phramco-Aaper) in a sonicator for 5 minutes, then rinsed with isopropanol
(99.8% pure Pharmco-Aaper), and finally baked at 150 °C on a hot plate for 10 minutes.
Adhesion layers of 7 nm Cr and 30 nm Au are deposited by sputtering, at a base
pressure of 2 × 10−6 Torr of Ar, in a vacuum deposition system (Kurt J. Lesker PVD
75).
Precise measurement of the areal current density during dealloying is critical in
this study; thus the test specimens are designed to incorporate a precisely dimensioned
area of the precursor AuAg alloy on the underlying Au film, Cr film and wafer. The
Au layer serves two purposes: as a barrier to isolate the underlying Cr film from the
electrolyte to prevent delamination; and, as a conductive layer to transmit current to
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the alloy during electrochemical dealloying. The regions of the AuAg precursor alloy
are prepared using photolithography as demonstrated in Figure 3.1. After deposition
of the adhesion layers, the specimens are spin coated with LOR 3A (MicroChem Inc.)
resist and then with Microposit S1813 (Shipley Company) photoresist. The LOR 3A is
applied at different thicknesses ranging from 250 nm to 600 nm, depending on alloy film
thickness; the photoresist layer is 1800 nm. The resist bilayer (cf. Fig. 3.1b) improves
the integrity of the patterns during the lift off (cf. Fig. 3.1f). The samples are then
exposed using either a Heidelberg μPG 101 laser writer or a Süss MicroTec MJB3
Mask Aligner (cf. Fig. 3.1c). The sample pattern to be dealloyed is comprised of a
rectangular region with an area that ranges from 6 mm2 to 16 mm2 along with a smaller
area to be kept unexposed to the electrolyte in the further fabrication steps in order to
preserve a sample of the original precursor alloy. The samples are then placed in the
sputter deposition system and coated with the alloy of the desired composition using
simultaneous sputter deposition of the Au and Ag. The grain size of the precursor
alloy is about 40 nm for the 250 nm thick films and about 150 nm for the 1300 nm thick
films. The resist is then removed using NANOTM Remover PG (MicroChem Corp.),
leaving behind precisely patterned rectangular islands of AuAg alloy on an Au coated
surface (cf. Fig. 3.1f). The photolithography methods used to pattern the surface
provide dimensional accuracy of the order of micrometers.
The precursor AuAg alloy films are dealloyed using a three-electrode electrochemical
cell, with a Pt counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (cf. Fig. 3.2). A
potentiostat (Microdots® Type III/FRA2) is used to control either the potential or the
current. Herein, potentials are reported versus the reference electrode (0.200 V versus
SHE). Aqueous perchloric acid (0.7 M) at 60 °C is used as the electrolyte. A 2 cm2
platinum electrode mesh is used as the counter electrode, which is placed at a distance
of 3 mm from the alloy film surface. Areal current density values are calculated based























Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of sample preparation: (a) sputtering of Cr and
Au; (b) spin coating of the photoresist; (c) exposure through a photomask; (d) devel-
oping; (e) sputtering of Au-Ag alloy; (f) lift off; and, (g) dealloying.
on the measured current history normalized by the projected area of the patterned
AuAg island onto the substrate. Process parameters are chosen such that the potential
remains below the oxidation potential of the Au so that Au is not removed from the
film; thus essentially all current in the electrolyte can be attributed to Ag ions. After
dealloying, the NPG films are cleaned with deionized water and blown dry by nitrogen.
The films are imaged using a Hitachi 4700 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) at a
working distance of around 8 mm, with an acceleration voltage of 10 kV and a beam
current of 10µA.



















































Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of three-electrode electrochemical cell.
3.4 Background
The models in the literature [20, 52, 77] concerning dealloying mechanisms, the stress
in NPG, as well as NPG shrinkage mainly address dealloying of unconstrained thin
sheets and bulk metals that are relatively free to contract. Many of the dealloying
procedures in the literature have a time scale of several hours [e.g. 52], whereas in the
present study the dealloying time is on the order of several seconds to a few minutes.
Furthermore the grain sizes of some NPG in the literature [e.g. 52] are many tens of
micrometers whereas the grain size in the as-deposited films of the present study ranges
from 40 nm to 150 nm. As a consequence, diffusion may play a much more important
role in the present fabrication methods than in the other fabrication methods. Thus it
is difficult to make a direct comparison of the present experimental results with existing
models in the literature or with other fabrication procedures because of the high grain
boundary surface area associated the much smaller grain size in the thin films of the
present study as compared to grain sizes of precursor alloys of other studies.
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During the dealloying process, Ag removal from the precursor alloy is accompanied
by a significant shrinkage of up to 30% of the total volume if the material is uncon-
strained [52]. If the precursor alloy film is constrained to a substrate, it can not reduce
its in-plane dimensions significantly so an internal tensile stress is induced in the film
[67]. On the other hand, the spinodal decomposition-based evolution of the nanoporous
structure l[44] involves diffusion of the Au on the film surface. In terms of the evolution
of the film stress, the dealloying procedure involves two competing mechanisms: the
rate of stress build-up due to removal of Ag from a precursor alloy constrained to a
substrate and the rate of stress relief due to diffusion of the Au that could lead to a
Coble creep type of mechanism. Thus, an effective way to prevent crack formation is
to control the rate of Ag removal during dealloying so that the contribution of surface
diffusion to stress relief can maintain the stress and hence, the strain energy density,
below the threshold for fracture.
For a constrained precursor alloy, a tensile stress develops in the NPG film because
the value of strain, ε = ∆L/L, must remain very small. An upper bound for the mean
biaxial stress, σm, in the NPG film is σm ≤ Mfεunc, where Mf is the biaxial modulus
of the NPG defined as Mf = Ef/(1 − νf ), and εunc is the strain in an unconstrained
film; here Ef is Young’s modulus and νf is Poisson’s ratio of the NPG film. The
high strain energy densities that would result from a εunc of 10% (that corresponds
to a 30 vol.% reduction) would certainly cause the film to fracture, especially since
NPG is known to exhibit macroscopic brittleness [66, 78]. The actual value of σm that
develops in the constrained films upon dealloying is related to the ∆L/L that occurs
during constrained dealloying, here called εcon. Clearly then εcon = σm/Mf . The value
of σm can be as high as 90 MPa [58], which corresponds to a value of εcon up to 0.008
based upon Ef = 8.8 GPa [64] and assuming a Poisson’s ratio of νf = 0.2 [60]. This is
consistent with a residual stress of 90 MPa measured in Lee et al. [64].
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In potentiostatic dealloying, the electric potential (i.e voltage) is controlled through-
out the dealloying process and electric current adopts a value determined by the poten-
tial and the electrochemical circuit [4, 54, 59, 67]. The rate at which Ag is removed from
the alloy film on the anode of the electrochemical cell is directly related to the electric
current. A previous study on potentiostatic dealloying of NPG films [54] reported that
for a potential of 1.2 V applied as a step function, the current density is initially as high
as 400 mA.cm−2 and reduces to a value two orders of magnitude smaller as the dealloy-
ing continues. A qualitatively different current density history is seen if the potential
is applied as a ramp rather than as a step. As the potential during the ramp exceeds
the equilibrium potential, i.e. the open circuit potential of the cell, Ag atoms on the
surface of the alloy film are dissolved in small amounts resulting in a small current
density that increases with the applied potential. A peak in the Ag dissolution rate
is observed when the potential exceeds the critical potential, ηc [79]. For the specific
case in Okman et al. [54], the maximum current density during ramped application of
the potential is about 14 mA.cm−2 (which occurs at a potential of about 1 V) and then
reduces rapidly due to depletion of the Ag in the remaining precursor alloy to a value
of about 2 mA.cm−2. Thus, the Ag dissolution rate is temporally highly non-uniform
for both potential-controlled schemes. Nevertheless, for the same maximum potential
value reached in the process, the ramped potential leads to a significantly lower max-
imum Ag dissolution rate than does the stepped potential scheme. Any increase in
Ag dissolution rate is expected to be accompanied by a concomitant elevation of the
stress level, so the ramped potential scheme is expected to yield better quality NPG
thin films constrained to a substrate than the stepped potential scheme, as is borne
out by the experimental results in Okman et al. [54].
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3.5 Results
The main motivation for development of galvanostatic dealloying is to control the
precise Ag dissolution rate throughout the dealloying process. With this method, the
applied potential is regulated by a potentiostat to maintain a constant current density
during dissolution of Ag from the precursor alloy and the attendant morphological
changes that occur (cf. Fig. 3.3a). In this study, the current density is controlled
to be a constant value between 1 − 10 mA.cm−2 throughout the dealloying process;
an example of dealloying at a constant current density of 2.5 mA.cm−2 is shown in
Figure 3.3a for a precursor film of 30 at.% Au with initial thickness of 250 nm. The
corresponding potential at any instant is a function of the morphology of the developing
NPG structure as well as the residual Ag that remains in the film. Once the Ag
concentration in the film nears depletion, the potential must increase to maintain a
constant current density. The steep increase of the potential towards the end of the
process in Figure 3.3a indicates almost complete dissolution of Ag atoms in the alloy
and therefore low residual Ag concentration in the final NPG film. If the process were
to continue unabated, the potential would increase to the level at which Au dissolution
would occur. Since Au dissolution is not desired, the galvanostatic process is set to
terminate when the potential exceeds a cut-off value, Vco. The cut-off value is an
important process parameter that must be determined for each alloy composition. In
this example, the cut-off potential is set to be 1.3 V. Figures 3.3b and Figure 3.3c
show that crack-free, blanket, NPG films are fabricated by this method and uniform
three-dimensional porosity is obtained through the entire 250 nm thickness.
We now compare the potentiostatic and galvanostatic methods for both low Au
concentration as well as high Au concentrations in the precursor alloy; the otherwise
nominally identical precursor alloy films had thicknesses of 250 nm and were deposited












































Figure 3.3: NPG thin film fabricated from dealloying at constant current density of
2.5 mA.cm−2 from a precursor alloy film of 30 at.% Au: (a) variation of potential in
galvanostatic dealloying; (b) surface of the NPG film; and, (c and inset) cross-section
of NPG film.
atop an Au barrier layer, Cr adhesion layer and silicon substrate. The maximum po-
tential in the galvanostatic method is set to be about 5% higher than the maximum
potential attained in the potentiostatic method. The current density for the galvanos-
tatic method is chosen to be 10 mA.cm−2, which is about 30% of the maximum current
density observed in potentiostatic dealloying with ramped potential application. For
relatively high Au composition precursor films, i.e. 32 at.% to 35 at.% Au, both the
potentiostatic method with ramped potential and the galvanostatic method lead to
uniform crack-free NPG structures as seen in Figure 3.4a and Figure 3.4b, respec-






















































































Figure 3.4: Potential and current history and resulting NPG structure prepared us-
ing: (a) potentiostatic dealloying with ramped potential increase; and, (b) galvanos-
tatic dealloying. Precursor alloy has 250 nm thickness with an initial composition of
34 at.% Au.
tively. The total time necessary for the dealloying process to come to completion is
about 5 s for the galvanostatic method and about 30 s for the potentiostatic method.
This is important because, in principle, the NPG ligament and pore sizes coarsen with
longer dealloying times, although the differences are not readily evident in Figure 3.4.
Additional experiments show that crack-free NPG films can be obtained from precursor
alloy compositions larger than 32 at.% Au using the galvanostatic method for current
density values between 3 mA.cm−2 to 10 mA.cm−2.
We now consider NPG films obtained from precursor alloy films with relatively
low Au concentrations between 26 at.% and 30 at.% Au via both potentiostatic and
galvanostatic dealloying methods. Again, the precursor films with thickness of 250 nm
are deposited onto silicon substrates with the Au and Cr layers. Figure. 3.5a, shows
a NPG film obtained by step application of the potential to 1.2 V, which results in
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an initial Ag dissolution rate of about 1700 mA.cm−2 that drops to 25 mA.cm−2 after
1 s, then down to 10 mA.cm−2 after 2 s and finally below 1 mA.cm−2 for the next 8 s
of dissolution. It is clear that the resulting NPG structure is severely cracked. The
NPG structure is dramatically improved using potentiostatic dealloying with ramped
potential at a rate of 1 V.min−1 to a maximum of 1.2 V (cf. Fig. 3.5b). In this scheme,
the maximum current density is 12 mA.cm−2 and the material removal period is around
50 s. The dramatic decrease of the maximum Ag removal rate compared to the stepped
potential results in a significant improvement to structural uniformity; nonetheless,
minor cracks exist with lengths varying between 50 nm and 150 nm. Figure 3.5c shows
the results of galvanostatic dealloying with a current density controlled to 3 mA.cm−2;
the dealloying process is terminated after 62 s as the potential reached 1.26 V. For such
low Au concentration precursor alloys, the galvanostatic method does not significantly
reduce the density and sizes of surface damage as compared to the ramped potential
scheme. The value of the constant current density is lowered even further to 1 mA.cm−2
in dealloying of an identical sample for about 200 s; Figure 3.5d shows that the NPG
structure has a coarser structure for lower current densities due to extended exposure
time to the electrolyte and the surface damage becomes even more pronounced.
The crack-like features in Figure 3.5a are comparable to the thickness of the film but
they likely do not extend to the substrate because the NPG films did not delaminate.
These defects probably developed during the very high current density in the first 1 s
of the dealloying process. The length of the crack-like features in Figure 3.5b and
Figure 3.5c are much smaller than the film thickness and can be considered to be
superficial. The ligament sizes vary between 10 − 15 nm. The sizes of the crack-like
features in Figure 3.5d are again comparable to the film thickness. These defects likely
initiated as smaller features and then grew to their present size as a consequence of
coarsening of the nanostructure that occurred during the extended dealloying period.







Figure 3.5: NPG films from 26 at.% Au precursor alloy with 250 nm thickness fab-
ricated by: (a) potentiostatic dealloying with step potential application (1.2 V); (b)
potentiostatic dealloying with ramped potential application (1.2 V at 1 V.min−1); (c)
galvanostatic dealloying at 3 mA.cm−2; and, (d) galvanostatic dealloying at 1 mA.cm−2.
The ligament size is about 25 − 30 nm due to extended exposure to the electrolyte
at applied potential, i. e. electrochemical annealing. In summary, for 250 nm thick
26 at.% Au precursor alloy films, both the ramped potential potentiostatic scheme and
the galvanostatic dealloying provide significant improvement to the NPG structure
relative to the films acquired with step application of the potential. However, the final
NPG film structures are in general of lower quality than those seen with a larger initial
Au concentration in the precursor alloy. This observation is in agreement with the poor
film quality and higher cracking tendency of the lower Au composition films reported
in the literature [54, 67].
Another set of experiments is carried out to compare the galvanostatic and poten-
tiostatic dealloying methods for significantly thicker films, in this case with precursor
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alloy films of thickness of 1300 nm and composition of 32 at.% Au. Figure 3.6a shows
the results of the potentiostatic method upon the step application of a potential of
1.2 V, which yields an initial current density of about 100 mA.cm−2. It is evident that
the NPG film is severely damaged with cracks that extend up to several micrometers
in length, which is much larger than the film thickness. The cracks appear to initiate
from the free surface of the NPG films and propagate toward the substrate. Despite
severe cracking, the film does not delaminate. Occasional nanoscale cracks are observed
within the islands separated by large-sized cracks. Potentiostatic dealloying was used
to dealloy a nominally identical sample with ramped potential rate of 1 V.min−1 with
a maximum potential of 1.2 V that is then held constant for about 600 s until the
dissolution rate decreases below 1 mA.cm−2 (cf. Fig. 3.6b); the peak value of Ag dis-
solution rate is 50 mA.cm−2. Again, large scale cracking occurred; however the width
of the cracks is slightly less than for the step application of potential. Galvanostatic
dealloying at a constant current density of 3 mA.cm−2 is used on a third nominally
identical sample with a cut-off potential of 1.2 V. As seen in Figure 3.6c, no cracks are
observed over an area of many hundreds of square micrometers; however the higher
magnification inset of Figure 3.6c shows there to be very minor superficial damage.
The 1300 nm films have a much higher propensity for cracking than do the 250 nm
thick films. The cracks observed are through-thickness channel cracks that have an
in-plane length much longer than the film thickness. It is known [57] that cracks can









where ce is a numerical coefficient related to the morphology of the crack, Γf is the
energy of fracture of the thin film, E¯f is the plane strain modulus of the thin film,
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and σm is the mean biaxial stress in the film due to strain mismatch of the film with
respect to the substrate. Eq. 3.1 is strictly valid only when the elastic properties of
the substrate are the same as those of the film; however the functional form of the
expression is nevertheless instructive because it shows the critical thickness to decrease
as the square of the stress, σm. The mismatch strain that leads to a non-zero σm is due
to the mechanisms that cause shrinkage of the precursor alloy. Thus, the relationship
between hcrf and σm is critical in terms of developing a fabrication procedure that leads
to crack-free films. For the set of 1300 nm thick specimens shown in Figure 3.6, both
potentiostatic dealloying regimens induce a high rate of increase of σm as a result of
high values of the current density during dealloying. On the other hand, galvanostatic
dealloying at a constant current density of 3 mA.cm−2 is effective in maintaining the
stress level below the critical value.
The post-dealloying compositions of the NPG films are determined by Energy Dis-
persive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) by Princeton-Gamma Tech. Inc. using a Hitachi
4700 SEM. Due to the high thicknesses of the 1300 nm films, the underlying Si sub-
strate and Cr adhesion layer are not detected during the analysis; thus the results are
indicative of the composition of the NPG film. For the 1300 nm thick films prepared
by both potentiostatic methods in Figure 3.6a and Figure 3.6b the residual Ag in the
NPG films is 20 at.% Ag, whereas the NPG film prepared by galvanostatic dealloying
in Figure 3.6c has a residual content of 14 at.% Ag. The residual Ag concentration
of the 250 nm films in this study (cf. Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5) could not be measured
accurately because the EDS detected the underlying Au and Cr layers. However in a
previous study [54], the residual Ag concentration ranged from 2 at.% to 5 at.% Ag
using the ramped potentiostatic method for 250 nm thick NPG thin films with 30 at.%
to 33 at.% Au using precursor alloy that were deposited via thermal vapor deposi-
tion without an underlying Au layer. It is interesting to note that the time necessary









































































































































Figure 3.6: Potential and current history and resulting NPG structure of 1300 nm
NPG films from 32 at.% Au precursor alloy: (a) potentiostatic method with stepped
potential; (b) potentiostatic method with ramped potential; and, (c) galvanostatic
method with constant current density of 3 mA.cm−2.
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for complete dealloying in the cracked 1300 nm film under a ramped potential in Fig-
ure 3.6b is significantly longer than the time necessary for the uncracked 250 nm films
dealloyed in a ramped potential in Figure 3.4a.
Surface chemistry affects the evolution of the nanoporous structure. The simple
cyclic voltammetry data, acquired using a pure Au electrode as the anode, shows that
around 1.26 V there is a small increase in the current reading (c.f. Figure 3.7). This
increase corresponds to the electrosorption of a monolayer of oxygen species on the gold
surface. Newman et al. [46] showed that surface mobility of the gold atoms drastically
reduces in the presence of such monolayers during dealloying. The recent study by
Biener et al. [80] confirm stabilization of low coordinated Au atoms by adsorbed oxygen.
The electrochemical annealing is enhanced at high over-potential values, unless the
potential exceeds the value at which the electrosorption occurs Biener et al. [81]. The
oxygen species monolayer inhibits gold diffusion on the surface, so that stress relaxation
is reduced. Therefore, potentiostatic dealloying performed at a potential near the
onset of surface oxide formation may lead to cracking. In contrast, in galvanostatic
dealloying the potential is kept below the surface oxidation threshold for the majority
of the process time and it increases only due to a paucity of Ag near the end of
the dealloying process. The galvanostatic method provides a more suitable dealloying
regimen that results in a lower residual Ag content and yet reduces the dealloying time
at potentials above the oxidation threshold, thus allowing fabrication of crack-free films
with relatively large thickness.
The ligament size in the 250 nm films is around 5−7 nm regardless of the fabrication
technique. The ligament size observed in the 1300 nm-thick films is significantly smaller
than those observed in 250 nm films. The underlying cause of the small feature size is
not yet understood, but the film stress may play a significant role. As described by
Eq. 3.1, the critical stress on the onset of cracking of 250 nm-thick films is more than



























Figure 3.7: Cyclic voltammetry test using plain Au as anode.
twice that for 1300 nm-thick films, assuming the mechanical properties are the same.
Therefore, the film stress achieved in the thinner films during dealloying is likely to be
a factor of two larger than the film stress in the thicker films. The lower stress may
affect the Ag removal and surface diffusion of Au, which would lead to smaller pores.
The effect of stress on the surface construction mechanism is yet to be studied in detail.
To achieve a lower residual Ag content for the 1300 nm NPG films, a nominally
identical sample is dealloyed using galvanostatic dealloying at a lower current density
of 1.5 mA.cm−2 and a higher cut-off potential of 1.45 V; both changes serve to increase
the total time of dealloying. The potential and current density histories are shown in
Figure 3.8a. Figure 3.8b shows the surface of the resulting NPG film and Figure 3.8c
shows the cross-section, which demonstrates that the uniform porous structure observed
on the surface of the film is preserved through the thickness of the films. The EDS
measurements show the residual silver content to be 1.5 at.% Ag. It is also evident in
comparing the insets of Figure 3.6c and Figure 3.8c that the ligament and pore sizes
of the NPG films are significantly larger when dealloyed at the lower current density
and higher cut-off potential; in addition there is no superficial surface damage in the
film shown in Figure 3.8c. The high residual Ag content together with the small pore
sizes observed in thick films in Figure 3.6c suggests mass transport through the pores














































Figure 3.8: Galvanostatic dealloying of a 1300 nm thick precursor of 32 at.% Au to
achieve a crack-free NPG film with lower residual Ag content: (a) potential history
for 1.5 mA.cm−2 current density; (b) surface of crack-free blanket NPG film; and, (c)
cross-sectional view.
of the thick film may play the limiting role in removal of the Ag.
We now demonstrate that the current readings acquired during dealloying represent
the Ag dissolution. To this end, cyclic voltammetry tests are performed to observe the
oxidation peaks on a 99.999% pure Au (Alfa Aesar) wire electrode (cf. Fig. 3.7). The
current versus potential curve in Figure 3.7 shows that—for the electrolyte used in
this study—a monolayer of surface oxide forms on the surface at around 1.26 V, so for
cut-off potentials above this value a surface oxide monolayer can be assumed to exist
on the final NPG surface. In addition, in this electrolyte, the oxidation of water as
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described in
2H2O→O2(g) + 2H+(l) + 2e- (3.2)
takes place at a value greater than 1.6 V and the dissolution of Au occurs at an even
higher potential. Thus, for the potential values used in this study for both galvanostatic
and potentiostatic dealloying methods, the current density represents the dissolution
of only Ag, except for the very minor contribution to the current density due to the
formation of the surface oxide monolayer.
3.6 Conclusion
The fabrication of crack-free NPG thin films constrained to a rigid substrate poses sig-
nificant difficulties due to the dimensional constraints of the substrate and the resulting
stress field. If NPG thin films are to be incorporated into micro-electro-mechanical
(MEMS) devices, essential requirements of a fabrication method include:
• no cracks,
• 3-dimensional porosity, and
• surface uniformity.
An ideal fabrication method for such films should be versatile and provide the flexi-
bility to tailor the film properties over a wide range. Thus, the method should enable
fabrication of films with:
• minimum residual Ag,
• tailorable ligament size,
• and minimum processing time (to minimize fabrication cost).
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Existing potentiostatic methods provide effective fabrication techniques; however, they
have drawbacks which include multi-step dealloying processes as well as dealloying
times that range from several hours up to 70 hours for bulk materials [52, 55] or from
10 minutes to 35 minutes for 75 nm thin films [58]. Clearly the current densities over
such extended times remain very low, which allow crack-free NPG to be obtained.
However, the small electric potential that must be applied in order to achieve such low
current densities may leave a relatively large residual Ag concentration in the NPG [52]
On the other hand, with the galvanostatic methods we introduce, the dealloying times
range from a few seconds to a few minutes, depending upon the thickness and initial
composition of the precursor film. In addition, since the galvanostatic method must
vary the potential to maintain a constant areal current density, the potential near the
end of the dealloying processes achieves a sufficiently high value to allow a low residual
Ag concentration.
The mechanisms of change of film stress with Ag removal rate is not yet well
understood. The Ag removal rate is temporally highly non-uniform for high potential
values using potentiostatic methods, so that stress increase rates are also very high,
which may enhance cracking. However, potentiostatic dealloying at low potentials
[52], or in multiple steps [55], has been shown to decrease the volume shrinkage in
unconstrained films.
The most effective way to achieve crack-free films with low residual Ag content is to
control directly the dissolution rate of the Ag in an electrochemical cell. Potentiostatic
methods for which the potential is increased either as a step or as a ramp function do
not allow full control of the Ag dissolution rate because the current density—which
is directly related to the dissolution rate of Ag—is a function of the applied potential
and the details of the electrochemical circuit. However galvanostatic dealloying—which
directly controls the current density and hence the Ag dissolution rate—in an electro-
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chemical cell is shown to be superior to the potentiostatic dealloying method with re-
gard to obtaining blanket crack-free NPG thin films. As opposed to the potentiostatic
method, in the galvanostatic method the current density is controlled and the electrical
potential is a function of the prescribed current and the details of the electrochemical
circuit.
For 250 nm thick precursor alloy films with a relatively high Au concentration in the
range of 32 at.% to 35 at.% Au, a galvanostatic method as well as a ramped application
of potential in a potentiostat yields crack-free NPG thin films. However for a lower Au
concentration of 26 at.% to 30 at.% Au, while both methods yield NPG films that are
free of major cracks, there is some minor superficial damage.
For 1300 nm thick precursor alloy films, the galvanostatic method allows the fabri-
cation of crack-free NPG films with negligible superficial damage from precursor alloys
with 32 at.% Au concentration. Potentiostatic dealloying using both a step as well as a
ramp potential application is not able to achieve crack-free NPG films of this thickness.
The precise control of the Ag dissolution rated enabled by galvanostatic dealloying is
the key to maintaining the stress below the critical value at which extensive cracking
is observed.
For both potentiostatic and galvanostatic dealloying methods, there is no system-
atic variation in pore and ligament size through the thickness. However superficial
damage and small-scale cracks are observed on most films at lower Au concentrations
in the precursor alloy. Crack-free films as thick as 1300 nm with only minor superficial
damage are obtained using the galvanostatic method from a 32 at.% precursor alloy.
Thus the final film quality and surface morphology strongly depend on the initial alloy
composition.
In summary, galvanostatic dealloying is effective in the fabrication of crack-free
blanket NPG films with a residual of 1.5 at.% Ag up to a thickness of 1300 nm over
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many hundreds of square micrometers. The method should prove to be useful in the
fabrication of micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) devices with NPG coatings of
high quality.
Chapter 4
Microfabrication of NPG Structures
4.1 Abstract
This chapter gives an overview of incorporation of NPG fabrication methods into con-
ventional MEMS fabrication process flow to built widely used micro structures.
4.2 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, nanoporous Gold (NPG) is a promising candidate mate-
rial for various new generation MEMS devices. It is therefore important to develop
the techniques to incorporate this material onto silicon devices and fabricate uniform,
crack-free, constrained thin NPG films [82]. In this chapter, techniques for making
NPG structures, challenges and process limitations are discussed .
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4.3 Preparation of Precursor Film
In fabrication of silicon devices there are two simple choices when incorporating NPG
film onto a silicon substrate: either the final precursor alloy or the NPG film is adhered
directly on to the substrate or the alloy film is grown on silicon substrate using film
deposition techniques and dealloyed afterwards.
The manual adhesion of thin precursor alloy leafs or of NPG has a limited number
of examples in the literature. In fabrication of suspended NPG beams, Lee et al. [83]
used 100 nm thick Au0.38Ag0.62 leafs and applied them manually onto an epoxy coated
silicon wafer.
The second main approach in film incorporation is depositing the precursor alloy
film onto the silicon prior to dealloying. The thin film of alloy and the metallic adhesion
layers are grown on the silicon by using standard film deposition techniques, such as
magnetron sputtering or thermal evaporation. The constrained film or structure is
then dealloyed. Homogeneity within the film and adequate adhesion are critically
important to obtain intact nanoporous structures. Typically, prior to the deposition of
the precursor film, an adhesion layer is deposited directly onto the silicon. The adhesion
layer can be either a Ta [55] or Cr layer with thickness of 5 nm to 10 nm [33, 51]. This
is followed by an Au layer that serves as a barrier to isolate the underlying adhesion
layer from the electrolyte to prevent delamination during dealloying [33, 54].
As discussed in Chapter 2, one method to prepare the precursor alloy is to deposit
alternating Au and Ag layers using thermal evaporation in a high vacuum chamber
[54, 59]. The thickness of the metal layers are between 7 nm to 20 nm, depending on
the desired final alloy composition (cf. Figure 4.1a). A Cr adhesion layer is deposited
thermally prior to the alternating layers; however the protective Au layer is omitted to
maintain the desired alloy composition. The multilayer film is then annealed in an Ar
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Step 1: Thermal deposition of  adhesion layers (Cr)
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Step 1: Sputter deposition of  adhesion layers (Cr-Au)
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Figure 4.1: Preparation of AuAg alloy film by: (a) thermal deposition; (b) sputter
deposition.
atmosphere at temperatures varying between 310 °C - 400 °C. The alloying elements are
completely mixed after 3 h. The upper limit of the annealing temperature is based on
the phase diagram of Si–Cr, Cr–Au, and Cr–Ag systems, such that Cr is not expected
to diffuse a significant distance into either the underlying Si or AuAg alloy [59]. During
dealloying, the absence of the additional Au layer increases film delamination risk, since
Cr may be exposed to the electrolyte at the latter stages of dealloying. Applying a
thin layer of masking aid around the periphery of each specimen reduces this problem.
Magnetron sputtering is a better alternative for depositing alloy films. In sputtering,
accelerated Argon ions erode material from Au and Ag targets, and the ejecta are
deposited on the desired substrate in the vacuum chamber. The alloy components are
sputter deposited simultaneously to form a homogeneous alloy, therefore no additional
annealing step is needed. Sputtered films have small grain sizes relative to the film
thickness. The grain size of the precursor alloy is about 40 nm for the 250 nm thick films
and about 150 nm for the 1300 nm thick films, respectively. An isolating Au layer is
deposited between the alloy and the metallic adhesion layer, without altering with the
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alloy composition. Due to the nondirectional nature of this deposition method, both
the surface and the sides of the sample are coated with Au, adequately isolating the
underlying Cr layer from the electrolyte. Sputter deposited films, therefore, experience
minimal delamination problems as compared to thermally deposited films.
4.4 Fabrication of Microscale Structures
The most basic NPG microcomponents are precisely defined regions of NPG with
known physical dimensions adhered to a substrate, such as silicon. In the simplest
design the NPG patterns are fabricated on the conductive adhesion layer. A sample
process flow in Table 4.1 describes the fabrications steps. The silicon substrate is coated
with Cr and Au layers, and the sample is removed from the vacuum chamber. Then
the specimens are spin coated with LOR series resist followed by a photoresist; the
resist bilayer improves the integrity of the patterns during the lift off. The photoresist
is then exposed in a mask aligner. After developing the resist, care should be taken to
remove fully the photoresist residue to ensure perfect adhesion of the alloy. The samples
are placed in the sputter deposition system and coated with the alloy of the desired
composition using simultaneous sputter deposition of the Au and Ag. The resist is then
removed leaving behind precisely patterned AuAg precursor regions on an Au coated
surface. The alloy is then dealloyed, preferably by electrochemical dealloying. The
photolithography methods used to pattern the surface provide dimensional accuracy of
the order of micrometers. The known surface area of the precursor allows calculation
of the areal current density in galvanostatic dealloying (cf. Figure 4.2a).
Micrometer-sized NPG pillars are useful structures for micro-compression tests [2,
74]. The NPG (cf. Figure 4.2b) is fabricated from a sheet of Ag75Au25 alloy that
is electrochemically dealloyed. The microcolumns are then milled into the NPG part
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1 Clean in sonicator in Acetone for 5 min., isopropanol rinse,
bake on hot plate at 150 oC between 5 to 10min.
Adhesion layers 2 Sputter deposit Cr at 6 mTorr at 0.2 nm/s
3 Sputter deposit Au at 6 mTorr at 0.2 nm/s
Photolihography 4 Spin coat of positive photoresist / e-beam resist
5 Expose resist through the photomask / by electron beam
6 Develop
AuAg alloy 8 Co-deposit using Au and Ag targets at 6 mTorr
9 Lift off the photoresist
Cleaning 10 Clean the wafer with acetone
Dealloying 11 Dealloy the metal alloy using an electrochemical cell
with a focused ion beam (FIB). Fabricating regular columns with vertical side walls are
challenging due to the finite diameter and tails of the ion beam, the angular dependence
of the sputter yield, ion reflection and redeposition. The optimum results are obtained
by a two-step milling process [84], in which a large annular volume is extracted around
the microcolumn and then the diameter of the column is incrementally reduced to the
desired size. The final columns retain the porous structure of the parent porous film,
except at the side walls, where there are vertical striations due to milling. In composite
structures, such as silicon beams with a NPG film coating, any milling operation should
optimally be finished prior to the dealloying, to protect the porous structure from the
deterioration under the ion beam.
Micro- and macro-size suspended membranes are commonly used in applications,
where large deflections are required either for testing or to meet service requirements.
Fabrication of NPG membranes from a constrained AuAg alloy is challenging due to
the brittleness of the material. However, standard clean room fabrication techniques
are adequate in fabrication of composite membranes involving a NPG layer.
The most common technique in fabrication of membranes in silicon devices is wet
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NPG
Au
Figure 4.2: NPG structures: (a) a circular area of NPG on Au surface; and, (b) a NPG
micropillar (Adapted with permission from [2]. Copyright 2006 American Chemical
Society).
etching of silicon through a masking layer [85]. Silicon wafers coated with silicon nitride
(Si3N4) on both sides are useful candidates for this purpose. A sample fabrication
scheme is given in Table 4.2. The Si3N4 coating is not damaged during the etching of
silicon; the coating on the bottom layer is used as an etch mask, while the layer on the
top surface acts as a suspended platform for the deposition of the NPG thin film. The
minimum size of the window fabricated by the method depends on the wafer thickness
due to anisotropic etch rate of silicon in KOH solution. Metallic adhesion and the alloy
layers are deposited on the membrane, followed by dealloying. A composite membrane
with 6 mm2 surface area is shown in Figure 4.3. The membrane is comprised of NPG
(250 nm), Au (30 nm), Cr (7 nm) and Si3N4 (150 nm). The NPG film is deposited on a
limited area around the membrane.
The NPG membranes can be fabricated by transferring a suspended NPG leaf onto
a substrate. Zeis et al. [6] fabricated Pt coated NPG/Nafion membrane electrode
assemblies, to be used as a component of proton exchange membrane fuel cells, by
transferring a floating NPG leaf on a mica disk and attaching the film on Nafion
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Table 4.2: Process flow for fabrication of a composite NPG membrane
Step # Description
Cleaning 1 Clean in sonicator in Acetone for 5 min., isopropanol rinse,
bake on hot plate at 150 oC between 5 to 10min.
Photolihography 2 Spin coat positive resist
3 Expose the resist through the photomask
4 Develop to remove the photoresist in the window area
Si3N4 removal 5 Remove of the Si3N4 by reactive ion etching (RIE)
6 Lift off the photoresist
Wet Etch 7 Etch silicon in KOH
8 Clean wafer with nanostrip (Sulphuric Acid and Hydrogen
Peroxide) solution (Highly corrosive environment).
Film deposition 9 Sputter deposit adhesion layers Cr and Au
10 Sputter deposit AuAg alloy






Figure 4.3: Composite membrane with Si3N4, Cr, Au, NPG (250 nm) layers; (a) back
side; and, (b) front side of the membrane.
at high temperature and pressure. In a similar process, Seker et al. [65] transferred
NPG leaf suspended in water onto a photoresist coated Si wafer. The substrate is
the coated with PDMS of about 40µm thickness and cured. The composite PDMS -
NPG membrane is then easily detached from silicon by removing the photoresist; the
composite membrane can then be attached to a glass sample with circular holes to
make suspended composite membranes.
Suspended microbeams are used for mechanical testing of the NPG as well as mi-
crosensors and actuators that deflects due to surface charging [18] or chemi-adsorption
[21]. For constructing suspended NPG beams as shown in Figure 4.4a, Lee et al. [64]
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Figure 4.4: Manual incorporation of NPG onto silicon structures: (a) arrays of sus-
pended NPG films precursor alloy leafs adhered to silicon by epoxy (Courtesy of Dr.
Dongyun Lee, Pusan National University): and, (b) an intermediate step in “welding”
of NPG leaf on silicon anchors (Courtesy of Mehmet Yılmaz, Columbia University).
suggest manually attaching a thin AuAg leaf on an epoxy coated silicon wafer, pattern-
ing with e-beam lithography, followed by chemical etching in HNO3. This method is
successful in preparation in individual test samples, however the manual intervention
compromises efficiency and repeatability of the process for larger batches of samples.
Another example of affixing an already prepared NPG onto two silicon anchors is shown
in Figure 4.4b. In this case, the NPG film is simply fabricated by etching an alloy leaf
in 70% HNO3 solution, while the microscale anchors are prepared upon silicon-on-
insulator (SOI) wafer by standard clean room techniques. Focused ion beam (FIB)
is used to weld the NPG sample onto the anchors, by local deposition of platinum.
Prior to welding, a small piece of NPG film is picked with a microprobe and carried
to the desired location on the silicon structure. Figure 4.4b shows incorporation in an
intermediate step for a case in which the NPG leaf is bent due to random exposure to
the focused ion beam. The technique requires significant manual intervention and has
a low success ratio.
Microbeams can be manufactured entirely by the standard clean room methods,
without the need for manual intervention. Figure 4.5 illustrates the fabrication steps
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of a double clamped beam coated with NPG. The silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers are
coated with adhesion and alloy layers, and dog-bone shaped patterns are transferred on
to the sample by photolithography. A protective Ni coating is applied on the patterns.
The metal and silicon layers around the patterns are then removed by inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) etching. The structure is subsequently exposed to aqueous HF
solution to etch the SiO2 and suspend the composite beam consists of a layer of NPG
on the silicon handle layer of the SOI wafer. Exposure time is set carefully to avoid
removing the SiO2 anchors of the microbeams. The protective Ni layer is chemically
removed before dealloying. In Figure 4.5, the surface of the beam is shown after
dealloying in nitric acid. As described earlier, film cracking is a common problem in
chemical dealloying. For manufacturing of MEMS devices, galvanostatic dealloying
gives superior film quality.
4.5 Conclusion
In microdevice fabrication, it is critically important to keep the stress level under the
values above which cracks form. Regulating the Ag dissolution rate as well as enhancing
Au diffusion during electrochemical dealloying is effective to avoid cracking. Also,
the precursor films with a minimum amount of impurities and microvoids is essential
to obtain crack-free NPG films. Standard methods for photolithography as well as
for wet and dry etching can be incorporated easily into the process flow to fabricate
NPG. During processing, an important process limitation is to avoid exposing NPG to
thermal or electrochemical annealing that would alter the porous structure and lead to
coarsening of the nanoporous structure. Current standard clean room techniques are
applicable to a wide range of architectures involving NPG components.






Resist coating and exposure
Resist developing
Deposition of protective metal layer (Ni)
Resist lift off
SiO2 etching & suspending the beam
Cr - Au
UV light / Electron beam
Dealloying
Removal of metal and silicon
Suspended beam before dealloying Suspended beams with NPG top layer 
SOI wafer
Figure 4.5: Fabrication steps for suspended beams coated with NPG. SEM images
show the structure of the beams.
Chapter 5
Film Stress Evolution in Dealloying
5.1 Abstract
Nanoporous gold (NPG) formation is a complex process that involves selective material
removal and subsequent surface reconstruction. If the precursor film is constrained, a
residual film stress develops in the thin films, increasing the risk of cracking. The
film quality and integrity is critical in terms of functionality of NPG-based MEMS
devices. In this chapter, a multi-beam stress sensor (MOSS) system to acquire in-
situ curvature measurements as AuAg alloy coated silicon beams are dealloyed. The
resulting membrane force and average film stress is calculated. The dealloying process
is characterized in terms of the film stress evolution.
5.2 Introduction
The focus here is to acquire accurate in-situ film stress data as thin AuAg blanket
film transforms into nanoporous gold (NPG) film. The samples comprise silicon wafers
coated with a metallic adhesion layer and a thin Au0.32Ag0.68 film. The film stress is
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quantified by measuring the curvature change of the silicon sample using a multi-beam
stress sensor (MOSS) system. The Stoney’s equation [57] for thin films is used to relate
the measured substrate curvature to the stress. This stress calculation technique is ideal
for the current case, since this technique avoids any ambiguity about the mechanical
properties of NPG during the on-going surface reconstruction. The overall film stress
calculated using solely using the well-established material properties of silicon.
As discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, porous structure is formed through a
process called dealloying, which is selective dissolution of the less noble element from a
binary or a ternary alloy. Au and Ag form a solid solution regardless of the composition
and therefore are particularly useful for NPG fabrication. The final structure is formed
by removal of Ag atom by chemical or electrochemical etching and the concomitant
surface rearrangement of the remaining Au atoms. The mechanism is simulated by
[44] using a kinetic Monte-Carlo model, which demonstrates the competition between
the Ag dissolution and Au diffusion. The Au adatoms on the surface diffuse and form
clusters at a rate comparable to Ag dissolution rate. The numerical model of dealloying
is further improved by Policastro et al. [86], by modeling the interactions between the
electrolyte and the corroding surface. Both models demonstrate formation of Au rich
surface islands below the critical dealloying potential, and a porous, 3D structure at
potentials sufficiently above the critical dealloying potential.
Using NPG as a functional layer of MEMS devices is promising, however, incorpora-
tion of this material onto silicon proves to be challenging. The conventional fabrication
techniques used in making unconstrained NPG thin films and of bulk material, cause
extensive cracking and surface damage in constrained NPG films [53, 54, 55]. In un-
constrained films, overall volumetric film shrinkage during dealloying is up to 30% [52],
which may induce surface stresses if the precursor film is constrained. Cracking results
in loss of functionality of the NPG layer as well as complete delamination of the thin
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film from the silicon surface. Enhanced Au diffusion at high electrolyte temperature
[67] and high positive potential [87] acts in favor of internal stress relief. Increasing the
potential above a certain critical value, however, leads to a surface oxide monolayer,
inhibits Au diffusion, and thus, prevents stress relief.
Various improvement techniques are proposed for conventional dealloying tech-
niques; such as inducing pre-stress to the precursor alloy [53] or employing multiple
dealloying steps to prevent stress build up [55]. As described in Chapter 3, regulating
the Ag removal rate improves the method significantly, such that considerably thick, i.e
1300µm-thick, blanket NPG films and suspended composite membranes comprising a
NPG layer are fabricated without cracking [51]. Besides the significant improvements,
there is yet no quantitative study on the relation between dealloying regimes, film stress
and occurrence of cracking.
In this chapter, selective corrosion and complex surface reconstruction is investi-
gated from the perspective of solid mechanics. The overall stress history during deal-
loying is demonstrated experimentally at elevated electrolyte temperature and high
applied potential, which enhances Au diffusion [67, 88, 89].
5.3 Experiment
The test samples consist of rectangular silicon substrates (0.5 inch x 1.5 inch), coated
with layers of Cr (7 nm), Au (30 nm) and Au0.32Ag0.68 alloy (240 nm). The samples are
prepared using standard clean room techniques (cf. Fig. 5.1). The alloy is deposited on
a limited area on the substrate surface to avoid sharp edges and resulting non-uniform
electric field during electrochemical dealloying. Prior to processing, bare silicon wafers
are cleaned in acetone (Phramco-Aaper) in a sonicator for 5 minutes, rinsed with
isopropanol (99.8% pure Pharmco-Aaper), and then baked at 150 °C on a hot plate for



















Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of sample preparation: (a) photoresist coating;
(b) exposure through a photomask; (c) developing; (d) sputter coating of Cr, Au and
AuAg alloy layers; and, (e) lift off. (f) Top view of the sample.
5 minutes. The surface is cleaned by oxygen plasma. The wafers are then spin coated
with LOR 3A (MicroChem Inc.) resist and then with Microposit® S1813 (Shipley
Company) photoresist. The resist bilayer improves the integrity of the patterns during
lift off. The samples are then exposed using a Süss MicroTec MJB3 Mask Aligner
and developed for 80 s in AZ 300 MIF developer. The sample pattern is comprised a
rectangular region with rounded corners with an area of approximately 3.5 cm2 The
photoresist residue on the silicon surface is cleaned using oxygen plasma. The overall
thickness of the photoresist layer is 1100 nm before the metal deposition. The metallic
layers are deposited by sputtering, at a base pressure of 2 × 10−6Torr of Ar in a
vacuum deposition system (Kurt J. Lesker PVD 75). The resist is then removed using
NANOTM Remover PG (MicroChem Corp.), leaving behind a precisely patterned area
of the adhesion layers and precursor Au0.32Ag0.68 film.
The precursor Au0.32Ag0.68 alloy films are dealloyed using a three-electrode elec-
trochemical cell, with a Pt counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (cf.
Fig. 5.2). Reference electrode is placed in a glass tube with a vycor filter to prevent





















































Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of the experiment set up that includes a three-
electrode electrochemical cell and a MOSS system.
Cl- contamination. A potentiostat (Arbin Instruments MSTAT 4) is used to control
and record the potential and the current histories. Herein, potentials are reported
versus the reference electrode (0.200 V versus SHE). Aqueous perchloric acid (0.7 M)
is used as an electrolyte at 23 °C , 40 °C and 60 °C. The temperature of the system is
stabilized before the dealloying begins. A mesh platinum counter electrode is placed
30 mm away from the alloy film surface. The dealloying potential remains below the
oxidation potential of Au to prevent Au dissolution; thus the current reading can en-
tirely be attributed to Ag+ ions. After dealloying, the NPG films are cleaned with
deionized water and blown dry by nitrogen. The films are imaged using a Hitachi 4700
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) at a working distance of around 8 mm, with an
acceleration voltage of 20 kV and a beam current of 10µA.
The experimental set up components and a dealloyed sample are shown in Fig-
ure 5.3. During dealloying, the average film stress in a composite NPG-AuAg alloy
film is acquired based on a multi-beam stress sensor (MOSS) system (cf. Fig. 5.2).

















Figure 5.3: The experiment set up (a) electrochemical cell, (b) a close up view of the
electrode holder (sample is below the Pt electrode when mounted) , and (c) a dealloyed
sample with an AuAg section, where the sample is clamped and left unexposed to the
electrolyte during dealloying.
The MOSS system measures the change in substrate curvature, based on the change of
distance between the incident laser beams after being reflected from the surface of the
substrate [90, 91]. In-situ curvature change of the Si substrate is recorded during the
dealloying process. The resolution for radius of curvature ranges between 20− 50 km.
5.4 Background
When the dealloying starts, the film applies a membrane force on the silicon substrate.
This force is due to the elastic strain mismatch with respect to the substrate [57]. The
mismatch strain here is assumed to be isotropic in the plane of the interface. The
membrane force in the film is a system parameter determined by the mismatch strain
alone. The relation between the film stress and curvature is described by Stoney’s








where σ is the film stress, hf is the film thickness, Ms is the biaxial modulus of the
substrate, and hs is the substrate thickness. In this study, the curvature change is found
by an optical technique via deflection of incident laser beams as they are reflected from









where R is the radius of curvature, d is the initial distance between the laser beams, δd
is the change in this distance, α is the angle of incidence, and L is the distance between
the sample an the detector. In the measurements in this study, curvature change is
based on the initial substrate curvature with alloy film on it.
5.5 Results
In terms of the evolution of the film stress, the dealloying procedure involves two com-
peting mechanisms: the rate of stress build-up due to removal of Ag from a precursor
alloy constrained to a substrate and the rate of stress relief due to Au surface diffusion.
Experimental studies on unconstrained leafs and bulk material reveal that Ag removal
from an unconstrained precursor alloy is accompanied by a significant shrinkage of up
to 30% of the total volume [52]. Shrinkage can be prevented by tailoring the dealloy-
ing parameters to reduce Ag removal rate [62]. Precursor alloy films constrained to a
substrate cannot reduce their in-plane dimensions significantly so an internal tensile
stress is induced in the film [67]. Severe cracking is thus commonly observed on blanket
thin films, however, it has been observed that cracking can be reduced by limiting the
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rate of Ag dissolution [51]. Film stress evolution in dealloying can thus be manipu-
lated by regulating the Ag dissolution rate. On the other hand, as the tensile stress in
a constrained film increases, it becomes energetically favorable for the remaining Au
to diffuse along the surface towards the grain boundaries and relieve film stress via a
Coble creep mechanism [92]. This effect is more dominant with high grain boundary
density especially for precursor alloys with nanometer (between 20 nm to 100 nm) scale
grains obtained via standard film deposition techniques. The Au diffusion from the
reconstructed surfaces into the grain boundaries in the ligaments leads to a diminution
of tensile stress. Further, the surface diffusivity of a metal can increase significantly
[86, 89] in an electrolytic solution upon application of an electric potential below which
an oxide surface layer is deposited. Hence the stress relief mechanism becomes more
active at the applied potentials employed during dealloying.
Galvanostatic dealloying is an ideal method to obtain crack-free films because the
rate of Ag dissolution can be controlled directly to be far below that attained during
potentiostatic dealloying while at the same time the electric potential is sufficiently
high to significantly increase the surface diffusion.
The experimental data here aims to demonstrate the extent and the characteris-
tics of the film stress variation within the AuAg alloy while it transforms into NPG
structure. There are some assumptions while coming up with the results:
• The stress change is assumed to be whole due to the morphological change within
the AuAg alloy. Any diffusion possible Au diffusion on the interface of the pure
Au layer and the NPG layer is attributed to the stress relief in the porous part.
• The effect of thermal expansion on the stress reading is neglected. The system is
left at around 60 °C for 1 hour, to ensure the components of the set up are in ther-
mal equilibrium and the temperature measurement is represents the electrolyte
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and the AuAg film temperature during dealloying. The maximum temperature
variation is at most 0.3 °C within up to 15 minutes of dealloying time for the
entire set of experiments here.
• During the transition from the AuAg alloy to the NPG gold film, the thickness
change is negligible.
Besides those assumptions, we report the film stress as an average through the thickness
of the composite AuAg-NPG film in the earlier stages of dealloying. The structure -
stress relationship is discussed further in the text, however the membrane force value,
which can be easily deducted from the results, is exact and does not depend on any
assumption about the morphology or the relative stress distribution.
The average film stress in a composite NPG-AuAg alloy film during potentiostatic
and galvanostatic dealloying is shown in Figure 5.4 [82]. The values indicate the change
of film stress relative to the initial stress state in the alloy. The precursor material is
240 nm thick Au0.32Ag0.68 film sputter-deposited on a silicon substrate with an under-
lying adhesion layers of Cu (7 nm) and Au (30 nm). The results from galvanostatic
dealloying are shown in Figure 5.4b where the areal current density and potential cut-
off values are prescribed to be 0.2 mA.cm−2 and 1.2 V, respectively. The maximum
rate of stress increase occurs at the initial stage of dealloying. During the course of
dealloying, the potential increases from 0.95 V to 1.2 V to maintain the constant Ag
removal rate. The peak increase in film stress is 120 MPa, which occurs relatively early
in the dealloying process. The stress increase is likely to be governed by the Ag re-
moval accompanied by a modest stress relief because the alloy has not yet developed its
extensive network of surface. Subsequently, the stress decreases uniformly with time,
which suggests that the diffusive stress relief mechanism is predominant. The film from
this dealloying process is crack-free.
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Figure 5.4a shows the results of potentiostatic dealloying of a nominally identical
film in which the potential increases linearly with time from open circuit potential
(∼ 0.2 V) to 1.25 V. The initial areal current density is negligibly small until the ap-
plied potential is about 1 V. At this point, the areal current density quickly achieves
a value in excess of 12 mA.cm−2, which is a factor of 60 greater than that prescribed
during the galvanostatic dealloying. The film stress then achieves a value of up to
250 MPa greater than the initial film stress. In addition, it is evident that the increase
in film stress lags the increase in areal current density by a few seconds. As before,
this stress increase is likely due to the dissolution of silver with little concurrent surface
diffusion. As the potential attains its maximum value, the film stress drops dramati-
cally indicating a stress relief due to Au surface diffusion which again suggests that the
diffusive stress relief mechanism dominates. This may occur when the development of
the porous structure increases total surface area and also decreases diffusion distances
to the nearest grain boundary in a ligament. The film from this dealloying process has
minor cracks. Thus galvanostatic dealloying provides a methodology to maintain the
peak stress induced in the film below the fracture threshold, whereas the potentiostatic
method affords much less control over the stress.
The temperature control is particularly important in the stress measurements using
MOSS. Figure 5.5 shows the temperature and potential history taken from a sample
dealloyed at 0.47 mA.cm−2. The average film stress observed during the course of deal-
loying deviates from the expected regime. An uncharacteristic fluctuation is observed
throughout the process. The final structure within the film proves that there is no
cracking, over an area of 3 cm2 (c.f. Fig. 5.5c). Furthermore, the potential history
is smooth and increasing. On the other hand, the temperature reading varies within
a range of 2 °C. The stress fluctuations observed in the graphs are attributed to this
temperature variation. There are two important mechanisms that the thermal stability
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Figure 5.4: Film stress during dealloying of thin NPG thin films during: (a) potentio-
static dealloying; and, (b) galvanostatic dealloying.
in the system contributes to the stability of the curvature readings:
• The thermal imbalance between the electrolyte, alloy film and the silicon results
in cyclic temperature increase and decrease due to convective and conductive
heat transfer between the metal film, electrolyte and the rest of the set up. In
each experiment, the system is increase from 25 °C to 60 °C, gradually within
about an hour and thermal equilibrium between the components is achieved.
• The temperature of the electrolyte between the bottom of the continued and
the sample surface determines the refractive index of the medium, that the laser
beams travel through. The reflected beam may shift due to instantaneous change
of the refractivity, causing an erroneous curvature reading.
Besides adopting a slow heating routine, a maximum amount of electrolyte is used to
create a larger heat sink and a thermally stable medium.
Figure 5.6 shows the stress evolution and the potential history within constrained


































































































Figure 5.5: (a-b) Average film stress, temperature and potential history during deal-
loying. (c) The SEM images of the resulting film. The alloy is dealloyed at constant
current, with 0.47 mA.cm−2 and NPG film is crack-free over an area of 3 cm2. The tem-
perature variation creates a “noisy” environment for stress measurements, and causes
fluctuations in the measured stress.
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AuAg alloy film as it evolves to NPG during galvanostatic dealloying at a constant
areal current density of 0.3 mA.cm−2. During the course of dealloying, the potential
increases from 0.90 V to 1.25 V to maintain the constant Ag removal rate. The porous
structure is entirely developed at the end of the dealloying process, at the point where
the potential reaches the cutoff value. The raw stress data in noisy due to the com-
plex environments (air, glass, electrolyte); therefore a corrected stress curve is also
presented. In this curve, the instantaneous value corresponds to an average of 1.3 s.
Before the dealloying starts, the stress state is stable. The film stress increase in ten-
sile direction within the first 100 s. The maximum rate of stress increase occurs at the
initial stage of dealloying and reaches up to 85 MPa (tensile) with respect to the initial
alloy film stress. As dealloying continues, the stress decreases. Between the 150. s and
300. s the voltage value varies by only 0.01 V, and the temperature is constant within
0.1 °C; however, the stress noticeably changes. After reaching a maximum, film stress
decreases. As before, this stress increase is likely due to the dissolution of silver with
little concurrent surface diffusion. As the potential attains its maximum value, the film
stress drops dramatically indicating a stress relief due to Au surface diffusion which
again suggests that the diffusive stress relief mechanism dominates. This may occur
when the development of the porous structure increases total surface area and also
decreases diffusion distances to the nearest grain boundary in a ligament. Further in
the process, film stress decreases further down to its initial value. The stress increase
is likely to be governed by the Ag removal accompanied by a modest stress relief be-
cause the alloy has not yet developed its extensive network of surface. Subsequently,
the stress decreases uniformly with time, which suggests that the diffusive stress relief
mechanism is predominant. The film from this dealloying process is crack-free.
In both of the dealloying methods, we observe a relatively fast stress increase fol-
lowed by a continuous stress relief. The film morphology at the maximum stress value
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Figure 5.6: Stress evolution with respect to initial film stress during dealloying. Current
density is 0.31 mA.cm−2
is important to understand the underlying mechanisms of stress relief. To observe
the morphology, we interrupted the test as the stress reaches its peak value. Fig-
ure 5.7 shows the potential and the stress history for a galvanostatic dealloying case
at 0.3 mA.cm−2. The scale is set to allow comparison to the case in Figure 5.6. The
morphology at this point is shown by the SEM images in Figure 5.7.
The SEM images in Figure 5.7 shown that Ag dissolution occurred throughout
the thickness of the precursor film, when the maximum stress is observed. At this
point, Ag is not entirely removed from the precursor alloys film. Based on the previous
observations, dealloying expected to continue for roughly 200 s, and after this point the
potential increases sharply due to depletion of Ag in the alloy. There are two important
points to discuss based on this observation:
• The computer simulations by [44] suggest that when the alloy surface is in contact
with the electrolyte, the Ag atoms are removed starting from the first layer of
atoms and proceeding along the thickness of the alloy. On the contrary, our
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observations show that the dissolution occurred along the entire thickness of the
alloy before majority of the Ag is removed from the alloy. This observations may
indicate that, the mechanism of porosity formation may deviate from the model
suggested by Erlebacher et al. [44] if the applied potential is well above the critical
potential as well as if the precursor alloy is under stress. This results provides
an insight to the formation mechanisms; yet in this study, we will not discuss
the formation mechanisms in detail, and present findings as a contribution to the
investigation in this field.
• From the mechanistic point of view, the porosity formation along the thickness
suggests that the film stress is evenly distributed along the thickness, in com-
parison to an alternative case of linearly proceeding dissolution front during the
entire dissolution process.
• The morphology together with the stress and potential values provide an insight
about the stress relief mechanism during formation of NPG. The stress increases
due to sudden removal of Ag atoms in the initial stages. As dealloying proceeds,
Au diffusion dominates and stress is relieved. Around the maximum stress point,
the potential and temperature variation is minimum as discussed above. Observ-
ing a noticeable stress relief suggests that creep is enhanced by the high surface
area, and dominates over stress increase due to Ag removal.
5.6 Conclusion
Using the MOSS system, we report an in-situ film stress measurement for the first
time in literature. The findings suggest that in case of constrained films, the variation
and maximum value of the film stress is strongly related with the time scale of the
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Figure 5.7: (a) Stress and potential history of a dealloying case at 0.4 mA.cm−2 (b)
NPG structure (cross section)
dealloying process. Potentiostatic dealloying at high potentials, i.e. above 1.1 V, high
Ag dissolution rate is observed and film stress increases accordingly. Crack-free, blanket
NPG films are produced with galvanostatic dealloying, in which the dissolution rate
is kept constant throughout the process. The finding also suggest that, a Coble creep
type of mechanism leads to considerable stress relief during dealloying. As the surface
area increases creep dominates leading to a sufficient relief of the tensile film stress
induced in the early stages of dealloying.
Chapter 6
Actuation Using Nanoporous Gold
6.1 Abstract
Nanoporous gold is known to exhibit an unusually high mechanical response to surface
charging and is proposed as a candidate for actuation purposes. In this chapter, surface
stress induced actuation of a NPG coated silicon sample is presented. The compos-
ite sample is placed on the anode of an electrochemical cell and subjected to cyclic
potential. Corresponding change in the curvature of the silicon sample is measured
using a multi beam optical stress sensor (MOSS) system, and the membrane force on
the NPG-Si interface is calculated. The actuation can easily be detected by optical
methods and proves to be a good alternative for actuation purposes.
6.2 Introduction
In this chapter, the surface charging induced stress within constrained NPG thin films
investigated using sample composite devices comprised of a silicon beam and a thin
NPG coated adhered to it. The average film stress is quantified based on the curvature
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change of the sample, which is measured by optical methods. The main outcome is to
observe the effectiveness of NPG as a functional layer in MEMS devices and to obtain
accurate results on the film stress.
NPG structures expand considerably when the porous surface adsorbs certain chem-
ical species [14] or a surface double layer is present [22, 93]. It is therefore a candidate
material for multilayer beam structures that function as actuators or sensors. The
working principle is similar to a simple bilayer thermal actuator that is activated by
expansion of the top layer. Kramer et al. [18] recently constructed about 40 mm-
long composite Au/NPG bilayer beams, which upon surface charging exhibit a tip
displacement up to several millimeters. The beam deflection is reversible and repeat-
able; showing that NPG is an excellent candidate for micro scale actuators. On the
other hand, a theory behind is a subject of current research: The mismatch strain and
the corresponding stress on the beam is not yet quantified. The expansion depends
strongly on the morphology of the porous structure and the surface area to volume
ratio, however, no general relation between the macroscopic expansion and the mean
stress is derived yet [19, 20].
In this study, a precise experimental data is acquired on the membrane force trans-
mitted by a NPG thin film to the underlying silicon substrate during cyclic surface
charging. The membrane force is calculated based on the curvature change in under-
lying silicon substrate. The stress reported here is an average stress within the NPG
thin film, and calculated simply by dividing the membrane force by the film thick-
ness. An important advantage of the methods used here is that the surface charging
induced stress is based solely on the material properties of the silicon and carries no
ambiguity regarding the properties of the complex porous Au structure. The results
give an insight to the relation between the surface charging, film expansion and stress,
contribute to understanding of this phenomenon and to the design of micro and macro
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Figure 6.1: An illustration of tangential strain (a) and stretch (b) at a crystalline solid
surface. The grid represents the configuration of the atoms at the undeformed state,
and the dots show their position after deformation (Adapted with permission from [3].
Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society).
scale actuators following this principle.
6.3 Background
Surface tension of a liquid electrode is sensitive to potential variations. The relation-
ship between the electrical potential and the surface tension in liquids is first shown
by Gabriel Lippmann in 1873 [94]. He invented the Lippmann Electrometer, which
functions based on displacement of mercury in a capillary tube if the potential of the
electrode is varied.
In the solids, surface stress created on the surface of the material is not equal to
the surface tension and is balanced by the underlying layers of the solid. The surface
stress, f , is a measure of how the solid surface interacts elastically with the underlying
crystal lattice. The surface stress of the solid electrode is hard to detect due to high
stiffness of the solid, however can be amplified by the increasing the surface area to
volume ratio [13, 18]. Porous surfaces with a high surface area to volume ratio, the
total force on the bulk to compensate the change in surface stress is very high, such
that the resulting expansion of the bulk can easily be determined [95] .
The variations in the space charge density around the metal-electrolyte interface
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of the porous solid has significant impact on the spacing of the metal atoms in the
bulk metal. This rearrangement leads to a noticeable stress in accordance with the
specific surface area [93, 96]. Furthermore, Weissmueller et al. [20] shows by numerical
simulation that the relative amount of the solid vs pore space and the size of the pores
determine the degree of macroscopic deflection upon surface charging. Larger surface
stress induced deflection is observed when the induced strain is predominantly shear.
Adsorption related deformation in the solid is described by two components of
deformation: The stretch of the outermost atomic plane in the normal direction. Ex-
perimental evidence and simulations suggest that the distance between the outermost
atomic layer and the underlying crystal varies depending on the superficial charge den-
sity [97, 98]. The second degree of freedom in such a deformation is the tangential strain
parallel to the surface. A schematic representation of the phenomenon is given by Fig-
ure 6.1. The surface stress at the interface of a solid surface and a liquid electrolyte
are analytically derived by Weissmüller and Kramer [3] for curved solid surfaces.
The experimental investigation towards the relation between the macroscopic de-
formation of the nanoporous gold and the cell potential are in the context of verifying
analytical formulations as well as demonstrating the capacity of this material as a
functional actuation device. Electrochemical actuation is first demonstrated by us-
ing nanoporous Pt samples, that are fabricated by consolidating Pt nanoparticles [13].
The experiment shows potential dependent reversible expansion and contraction of the
bulk nanoporous material, when situated as an electrode in an electrochemical cell. A
dilatometer is incorporated into the electrochemical cell, facilitating in-situ measure-
ment of the volume change during the operation of the electrochemical cell. Similarly,
the mechanical response of the nanoporous Pt bulk due to chemical adsorption [14, 93].
As an alternative method to dilatometry, the lattice parameters of gold crystal is
measured by a wide-angle X-ray diffraction during surface charging of nanoporous gold
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[19]. These experiments showed a large difference between the lattice strain and the
macroscopic dimension change. Furthermore, the macroscopic strain response increases
with decreasing characteristic length in porous structure [99]. Surface stress induced
expansion of NPG is demonstrated by using bilayer beams comprising 6µm Au layer
and 24µm NPG layer. The strain response is quantified based on the tip deflection of
the 40 mm-long strips.
The large volume changes observed in nanoporous materials are attractive candi-
dates for actuation due to the large volume changes based on capillary action [100] if the
fabrication methods allow precisely shaped and bonded thin porous films on devices,
that could transmit the induced force and displacement to the device [18]. Earlier,
reliable fabrication methods are presented to form crack-free, blanket nanoporous gold
thin films adhered to silicon substrates with thickness up to 1300 nm [51].
In this study, NPG film with a projected surface area of about 3.5 cm2, is incor-
porated to a stiff Si layer with metallic adhesion layers by the methods suggested by
Okman and Kysar [51]. An average film stress is calculated based on the curvature
variation of the sample by using multi beam optical stress sensor (MOSS). The NPG
film is significantly thinner than the examples in literature and it is under initial stress
prior to loading. The sample is also a large scale model of a MEMS actuator that uses
NPG as the functional layer.
6.4 Theory
The curvature change in the NPG coated Si wafer is measured using a multi-beam
stress sensor (MOSS) system. The MOSS system is based on measuring the change
in substrate curvature, based on the change of the distance between the incident laser
beams after being reflected from the surface of the substrate [90, 91]. The resolution
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for the radius of curvature ranges between 20− 50 km.
The curvature change is found by an optical technique via deflection of incident laser









where R is the radius of curvature, d is the initial distance between the laser beams, δd
is the change in this distance, α is the angle of incidence, and L is the distance between
the sample and the detector. In the measurements of this study, the curvature change
is measured relative to the initial substrate curvature with alloy film on it.
Composite structures comprising a thick stiff substrate with a thinner film on top
may bend if the film has an incompatible elastic strain mismatch with respect to the
substrate [57]. The mismatch can be induced by thermal expansion, phase transforma-
tion, and chemical surface reactions. The isotropic force transmitted to the underlying
substrate is called the membrane force, f . Substrate curvature is related to the mem-





where f is the membrane force,Ms and hs are the biaxial elastic modulus and the thick-
ness of the underlying substrate. There are certain assumptions, where this formula is
valid:
• The substrate thickness is much smaller than its lateral dimensions.
• The film is very thin compared to the substrate.
• The substrate is an isotropic elastic solid.
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• The mismatch strain is an isotropic stretch of the interface between the thin film
and the substrate.
• Contribution of film stiffness to the entire system’s is negligible.
• The substrate deforms according to the Kirchhoff hypothesis of thin plates. The
normal stress component is zero and the straight lines perpendicular to the mid-
plane remain normal after deformation.
• The variation of the membrane force due to the deformation is negligible.
• Linear theory of elasticity applies.
6.5 Experiment
The test samples consist of rectangular silicon substrates (0.5 inch x 1.5 inch), coated
with layers of Cr (7 nm), Au (30 nm) and nanoporous gold (NPG) coating (240 nm).
The samples are cut from 175 nm-thick, <100> oriented silicon wafers. The samples
are prepared using standard clean room techniques, i.e. photolithography, sputter
deposition, etc., as described in Section 5.3. The NPG film is on a rectangular region
with rounded corners with an area of approximately 3.5 cm2. The NPG layer on the
top layer is formed by dealloying a sputter-deposited precursor Au0.32Ag0.68 film on
silicon. The NPG films obtained using galvanostatic or potentiostatic dealloying in
a 3-electrode electrochemical cell, with a Pt counter electrode, an Ag/AgCl reference
electrode and 0.7 M aqueous perchloric acid solution at 60 °C. A standard sample used
in the experiments are shown in Figure 6.2.
The actuation experiments are designed to demonstrate the curvature change of
the NPG coated silicon wafer upon variation of cell potential. A potentiostat (Arbin
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Figure 6.2: NPG coated silicon sample used in actuation experiments. The silicon
sample is 0.5 inch x 1.5 inch in size. The brown section in is nanoporous gold and the
yellow part is AuAg alloy left unexposed to the electrolyte during dealloying.
Instruments MSTAT 4) is used to control the potential. The coated silicon sample is
placed on the anode of a 3-electrode electrochemical cell, with a Pt counter electrode,
a Ag/AgCl reference electrode and 50 mM aqueous sulfuric acid (H2SO4) solution at
24 °C. The reference electrode is placed in a glass tube with a vycor filter to pre-
vent Cl- contamination. Once the cell potential is increased above the open circuit
potential, a double layer forms on the porous anode surface, and results in geomet-
ric expansion/contraction of the constrained NPG thin film. The curvature change
measured here demonstrates the extent of this expansion/contraction. The potential
is cycled between two selected values for several minutes. A cyclic loading regime is
preferred to investigate the repeatability and reversibility of the expansion upon double
layer charging. Herein, potentials are reported versus the reference electrode (0.200 V
versus SHE).
The experiment set up and its schematic view is shown in Figure 6.3. The ex-
perimental data is acquired from two systems, i.e. electrochemical cell and MOSS,
in parallel and compared in post processing. Significant values observed here are the
wafer curvature, membrane force and the cell potential. Membrane force is calculated
using the material properties of the silicon, which are very well established compared
to the material properties of nanoporous gold.



























































Figure 6.3: (a) An image and (b) schematic representation of the experiment set up.
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6.6 Results
Each test result is demonstrated with three graphs. These graphs show the current
density, substrate curvature and membrane force versus the applied potential. The
samples are placed in the anode of the electrochemical cell. The system stays at rest
form several minutes until the temperature stabilizes and the mechanical vibrations
attenuate. Before the electrochemical cell is on, a base curvature reading is recorded
for 80 s. The cell is first kept at the open circuit potential (OCP) and then the potential
is cycled between predetermined values.
A sample actuation test is shown in Figure 6.4. In this test, the sample is dry
prior to being placed on the anode and have not been exposed to surface charging
prior to this set. The maximum and minimum potential values are 0 V and 1.0 V,
respectively. Potential is held at each value for 10 s. Figure 6.4a shows an overall
increase in maximum current in each cycle. In accordance with the current, the change
in sample curvature increases in each cycle (cf. Figure 6.4b). The consistent increase in
those two quantities indicate that a higher portion of the surface area is being exposed
in each successive cycle. The electrolyte is adsorbed further along the thickness of the
electrode as the cycling continues.
The curvature reported in Figure 6.4b is the relative curvature with respect to the
initial condition before the cell is turned on. The maximum change is curvature of the
180µm-thick Si substrate is about 1.9 · 10−3 m−1. The corresponding membrane force
is about 1.8 N.
A close up view of beam deflection and surface charging is shown in Figure 6.5.
When the cell potential retains a value above OCP, the porous metal surface expands,
and leads to compressive film stress. The relative curvature change with respect to
the initial orientation of the beam has the same sign with relative surface stress. In




















































































































Figure 6.4: Actuation of NPG coated silicon wafer upon surface charging: (a) The cell
current, (b) wafer curvature and (c) membrane force on silicon. Sample is placed on
the anode and the electrolyte is 50 mM H2SO4 solution. Potential is cycled between
0 V and 1.2 V(vs. AgAgCl reference electrode) and held at each value for 10 s.















































Figure 6.5: The relation between cell potential, film stress and substrate curvature.
other words, in case of compressive film stress, the relative curvature is negative and
in tensile stress the curvature change is positive.
At the end of 10 cycles, cell is left at OCP. If observed closely in Figure 6.4, the
voltage does not drop instantaneously down to the initial OCP, around 0.2 V, but
decreases exponentially from 1.2 V. The decrease is slow and takes several minutes
before the potential reaches a steady state value. Once the cell is off, the porous
surface discharges slowly. The behavior is also evident in Figure 6.4c, such that the
substrate is under compressive membrane force even after the potential is off.
Another test sample is shown in Figure 6.6, the cell voltage is set to different values
but the hold time is kept at 10 s. The maximum and minimum potential values are
−0.2 V and 1.1 V, respectively. The maximum curvature change with respect to the
initial orientation of the sample reaches up to 3.0 · 10−3 m−1 and the corresponding
membrane force is around 2.8 N.
Jin et al. [7] reports a surface stress-charge coefficient for bulk NPG samples based
on dilatometry experiments. They report that the characteristics of the as dealloyed




















































































































Figure 6.6: Actuation of NPG coated silicon wafer upon surface charging: (a) The cell
current, (b) wafer curvature and (c) membrane force on silicon. Sample is placed on
the anode and the electrolyte is 50 mM H2SO4 solution. Potential is cycled between
−0.2 V and 1.0 V(vs. AgAgCl reference electrode) and held at each value for 10 s.









































































































Figure 6.7: Actuation of NPG coated silicon wafer upon surface charging: (a) The cell
current, (b) wafer curvature and (c) membrane force on silicon. Sample is placed on
the anode and the electrolyte is 50 mM H2SO4 solution. Potential is cycled between
−0.1 V and 1.1 V(vs. AgAgCl reference electrode) and held at each value for 40 s.
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samples with a monolayer of oxide are different from than that observed after the
monolayer is removed. An oxide monolayer is commonly observed on NPG samples
prepared by electrochemical dealloying and could be removed by potential sweep. The
NPG sample expands when the current is positive and contracts when it is negative.
The samples observed here are as dealloyed NPG films and the mechanical response is
in accordance with the expectations. In all the graphs, a noticeable fluctuation occurs
at the two extreme values. In these measurements, the fluctuations may be due to
noise, however, at his point, the cause is not clear.
6.6.1 Calculation of Tip Deflection for Micro-beams
One of the primary objectives of this chapter is to investigate the effectiveness of the
NPG as a functional layer in MEMS actuators. The sample sizes used in this study
are optimized to obtain the most reliable measurements with the current MOSS set
up; however the curvature change observed here can be easily used to estimate the tip
deflection of a cantilever microbeam loaded in identical conditions. Microcantilever can
be produced in various dimensions depending on the service requirements. A sample
microcantilever is selected as shown in Figure 6.8 is used to demonstrate the opera-
tion of a NPG coated silicon beam. The relation between the sample curvature and
membrane force is given by Stoney’s equation (Eq. 6.2). Assuming that the membrane
force, f , and biaxial elastic modulus, Ms, the curvature of the selected microbeam




The general equation for cantilever beams that relates the beam curvature to tip
displacement is given by:
























where y is the vertical deflection of a point on the beam, x is the horizontal distance
of a point from the fixed end of the beam, and κ is the beam curvature. It is assumed
here that the beam is flat prior to loading.
The maximum curvature change observed in the experiments is approximately 3 ·
10−3 m−1 for 180µm-thick silicon samples. Using Eq. 6.3, curvature of a 2µm-thick
beam is 8100 m−1. Based on Eq. 6.5, the tip deflection of a 100µm-long beam is about
122 nm.
6.7 Conclusion
Nanoporous gold is a candidate material for surface stress induced actuation in macro
and micro scale. The methods for reliable incorporation of this material to silicon
surfaces is established as described in the previous chapters. The actuation experiments
shown here prove efficient transfer of the induced forces within the porous film to the
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underlying substrate. The surface charging provides effective means to displace the
tip of a silicon beam with typical specifications used in MEMS applications. The film
can both be loaded reversibly in compression and tension as opposed to many other
alternatives. Nanoporous gold coatings are a reliable functional material to be used in
MEMS actuators and sensors.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Summary of Principal Findings
Nanoporous gold is an intriguing material with its chemically inert structure, low cost
fabrication requirements and wide scale of potential application areas. The character-
istic size of the porous structure can be between 3 − 50 nm leading to a high specific
surface area up to 120 m2g−1. Many studies in literature report an outstanding perfor-
mance of nanoporous gold as actuators, sensors, catalysts, and therapeutic detectors
among many others. Performance studies rely generally on suspended thin NPG leafs
or bulk structures, which are adequate to show the potential of NPG in these areas;
however, those prototypes are not yet incorporated in a device to fulfill the service
requirements.
The most basic MEMS devices design would be a silicon structure with a NPG
coating on top. In the very early stages of this work, chemical and electrochemical
fabrication techniques were being used to fabricate unconstrained NPG structures.
The state of the art at that time was represented by unconstrained, macro-scale, thin
films or 3-dimensional bulk structures of nanoporous gold, with uniform porosity and
94
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no cracks. The products have been very adequate to demonstrate the capabilities
of this novel material with a positive note of a straight forward fabrication. On the
other hand, many attempts to incorporate them onto stiff substrates have resulted in
extensive film cracking and delamination. In certain cases, slow dealloying processes
resulted in very thin crack-free, i.e. 75 nm, with 2-dimensional porosity. In some
other studies, annealing process introduced prior to dealloying has been effective to
prevent crack formation. A reliable technique based on a broad understanding of the
relationship between the process parameters and surface cracking during porous film
formation, however, was not present.
The original idea of this study is to understand the motives of film cracking during
dealloying and develop the techniques to overcome this problem. Research is focused on
electrochemical dealloying because of the wider process control options. The potential
values are selected higher than the critical potential, at which selective material removal
starts. These process parameters therefore prepare a challenging environment, where
the selective dissolution is fast and cracking tendency is higher, however such a choice
helps to distinguish between the different methods. Furthermore, successful dealloying
at high potential leads to significantly low processing times.
The first outcome of this study is that the selective dissolution current defines the
characteristic length scale, the residual amount of the secondary component, but more
importantly, prescribes cracking tendency in fabrication. By selecting an optimum
value of current and setting the cell potential accordingly during the course of dealloy-
ing, constrained, blanket nanoporous gold (NPG) films with 3-dimensional porosity,
minimum amount of residual silver, with thickness up to 1300 nm, and without crack-
ing or delamination over an area of 6 mm2. This is the thickest constrained NPG film
with minimal residual silver amount reported in literature.
The experimental evidence relating the dissolution current and cracking tendency
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constitutes a qualitative data on the direct effect of dealloying rate on film stress. This
observation leads to the understanding that rate of dissolution of the secondary ele-
ment (Ag) and concomitant Au surface diffusion prescribes the overall film stress and
thus the cracking tendency. Some authors in literature suggest that the film stress and
dealloying rate are related; however, there are also some contradictory statements that
Au diffusion is not a stress relief mechanism in NPG formation, because there is no
addition of Au layers on the grain boundaries as observed from the TEM images. The
current findings then disclose another factor in dealloying: The microstructure of the
precursor alloy film and the mechanical boundary conditions. The grain size in the
sputter deposited films used in this study are between 30 nm and 50 nm, that is con-
siderably smaller than that of the unconstrained films (30µm) prepared by annealing
and rolling. Stress relief in the constrained films are much noticeable due to the high
grain boundary density. Furthermore, the stress induced by the stiff substrate triggers
a Coble creep type of mechanism and promotes Au diffusion.
The second impact of this study is the first-time presentation of in-situ presentation
of average film stress during dealloying on AuAg alloys constrained on a silicon sub-
strate. The curvature of the silicon is measured directly by a multibeam optical stress
sensor system (MOSS) incorporated within electrochemical cell. The curvature change
is a direct measure of the total force created within the AuAg film as it transforms to
NPG gold. The average film stress is reported is an estimate of the stress within the
AuAg film, based on the assumption that the structure is uniform along the thickness.
Two main conclusions are drawn from those findings: First, the film stress is very
susceptible to the instantaneous rate of Ag removal and thus, a uniform rate is desirable
to reduce the risk of cracking. Second, there is a critical point in the mid-stage of
dealloying, where the Au diffusion based stress relief dominates Ag dissolution based
stress increase, without change in other conditions to enhance Au diffusion. This is
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solely related to the increase in surface area, enhancing stress relief by Coble creep
type of mechanism in constrained films. The stress evolution curve is typical; and
galvanostatic dealloying methods are effective to keep the maximum stress below the
critical value, at which the cracks form.
The third important outcome of this study is the demonstration of surface stress
induced actuation of a silicon device coated with a NPG functional layer. The coating
proves to induce sufficient actuation to be detected easily by optical methods and
provides the means of controlling displacement accurately by adjusting potential. The
techniques of incorporating NPG on a smaller scale MEMS devices is demonstrated
and the performance of the current model proves the potential of this structure as an
actual MEMS actuator or sensors.
7.2 Discussion and Future Directions
In this study, the idea of galvanostatic dealloying is introduced and the rate of Ag
removal is set to different constant values to observe the structural effects of process
rate. The Ag removal rate is basically the ratio of the cell current to the projected area
of the AuAg alloy film. On the other hand, if the actual surface area is considered,
this rate decreases considerably during the process. Furthermore, within the porous
structure, the dissolution rate will be influenced by the mass transfer.
An ideal parameter to characterize the dealloying process could be a dimensionless
number that regards this complex relationship between the process parameters and
reaction rate. In porous catalysts, Thiele Modulus describe the relationship between
diffusion and reaction rate in the catalysts assuming no mass transfer limitations. In
case of dealloying, another degree of complexity is introduced by the evolving porous
structure, with a characteristic size dependent on the potential, pH and temperature.
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Modeling this complex process is crucial to understand the nature of dealloying thor-
oughly.
The surface area of the AuAg precursor alloy should be considered to set the ideal
Ag removal rate in galvanostatic dealloying. The parameters and results in this study
reflects the characteristics for precursor alloy with a projected area that is significantly
larger than the film thickness. As the projected area approaches to the film thickness,
ideal current density values may change.
A linear correlation between the film stress and current density is not expected.
Removing Ag at a high rate increases the instantaneous film stress; on the other hand,
the high potential value to maintain a high current density also increases the surface
diffusion based stress relief. We can speculate that in the beginning of the process, with
the surface area being at minimum, a high initial stress is expected for high current
density. A thorough experimental investigation of this concept requires also a precise
measure of the initial film stress.
An important next step in the investigation of film stress during dealloying is to
measure the initial film stress within the precursor alloy. In this study, the initial film
stress prior to dealloying could not be measured precisely. The substrate comprising
AuAg film, adhesion layer and Si, is clamped on the sample holder and the distance
between the reflected laser beams is recorded. Then the sample is removed, all the metal
layers are striped in acid solution and the sample is placed back on the sample holder.
The distance between the laser spots reflected from the bare silicon is measured. The
idea here is to calculate the curvature change of the silicon sample due to the existence
of the adhesion and alloy layers and thus to calculate the initial stress. This method,
however, gave inconsistent results. Once the sample is removed, it is not probable that
the sample will be clamped exactly at the same position for the second measurement.
It may be possible if the set up is tailored such that the sample can be placed at the
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same position and is not tilted due to clamping.
In further investigation, it is important to tailor the experimental set up to al-
low precise initial curvature and subsequent in-situ curvature measurements during
dealloying using the MOSS system.
For further studies, improvements in MOSS system should be considered. The tem-
perature variations within the electrolyte proves to be a major challenge in acquiring
accurate measurements using MOSS. A set up that maintains constant temperature
is therefore desired for the MOSS based measurements during dealloying at elevated
temperature. Using double bath is an elegant method to sustain constant temperature,
however, for the MOSS system, it is not preferable. Introducing a double bath would
add additional media, such as the walls on the secondary containment, a secondary
fluid, etc., on the path of the laser beam and would increase the noise in the acquired
data. A design that would minimize the path of laser beam within heated liquid should
be preferred.
Elevated potential value in a three-electrode cell with a NPG anode leads to ex-
pansion/contraction of the electrode, and may be used as a means of actuation. On
the other hand, high potential enhances Au surface diffusion and leads to coarsening.
An interesting experiment would be to expose constrained NPG surfaces to high po-
tential and observe creep behavior. Such a research will demonstrate the reversible
and irreversible changes in the film stress and contribute to the understanding of creep
behavior of NPG. Also, the findings can be used to assess the life time for NPG based
actuators and sensors working at high potential values.
Finally, NPG films can be a good candidate for specialized filters. Multi length
scale porosity could easily be obtained by simply introducing a gradient of Ag along the
thickness of the precursor alloy. The degree of porosity reflects the alloy composition
in each layer. Such an architecture could be useful in making filters to capture different
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kinds of particles with varying length scale throughout the thickness of the porous film.
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